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EDITOR'S NOTES

COURAGE WITH CLASS
erry McGrath is my friend. We worked together on this campus for more than a dozen years in the 1960s and early 1970s.
His infectious good humor and zingy wit made him a joy to be
around .
About once a week, four or five of us would get together after
work in one of our offices and drink Manhattans and swap campus
gossip. There was strong camaraderie among us. We enjoyed each
other, and it was fun .
In those days, we all smoked, too. Sometimes we smoked because
we drank and sometimes we drank because we smoked. (If you 've
been there, you'll know what I mean.)
But I'm fairly sure none of us ever thought about alcoholism as
a disease we ourselves would wrestle with. If it did cross our minds,
I'm sure we thought, " Not I." But we were wrong.
In the early 1980s, we were deeply troubled when we saw
McGrath jousting with the disease. We were wary when he left for
Hazelden in 1986 because we had seen him go to clinics for help
before, and , eventually, slip back into his old habit.
But this time it was different. And now, thank God , he has his
life back. And we have him back. He's made a legion of friends
and his family very happy.
Last summer, when I began thinking about a story on alcoholism
for the magazine, I called him in Minnesota and asked if he would
consider being a source for an article about Hazelden . He agreed
to do it.
But I was stunned when I read his candid disclosures to alumna
Elizabeth Fernandez, who wrote the story (page 26) . Some of what
he told her I had never heard before. I called him again . Are you
sure it's okay to publish this, I questioned.
His only concern was some people might think he was trying to
say how wonderful he was.
■
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Civil Rights
My husband and I attended a lovely
Alumni Association chapter reception in November in Sacramento
with University President Paul
LocatelJi, S.J. During the questionand-answer period, a gentleman
said his son was attending the Law
School, and that his son was very
upset over the fact that a "prochoice" group had been active on
the campus.
The gentleman's comment came
after Father Locatelli told a tearful
audience about the torture and
murder of the six Jesuit priests in
El Salvador. It is very ironic that
some condemn the civil rights violations in El Salvador while trying
to deny First Amendment rights to
students at Santa Clara.
I proudly graduated from Santa
Clara Law School in 1981. My law
school years were fulfilling and exciting. I am now a deputy district
attorney. Over the past eight years,
I have actively recruited potential
law school admittees. I praise Santa
Clara for its personal and warm environment. The professors and curriculum are heads above most
public law schools.
I think the anti-choice graduates
and the administration need to be
reminded that the U.S. Constitution
applies to private campuses, and
that [SCU] will lose new students
and thousands of dollars in alumni
contributions if civil rights are stifled at Santa Clara.
Lisa Ridge '81 (JD)
Sacramento, California
Editor's Note: See related Commentary, page 44.
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Magazine Supporter
I cannot tel1 you how much I have
enjoyed looking over your "slick"
Santa Clara Maga zine the past
three years. I look forward to its arrival not only for the announcements, good and bad, concerning
people I have known over these
many years, but also for the excellent articles setting forth various
sides of controversial issues.
As a non-Catholic, I enjoyed attending the University and I still enjoy considering myself a part of it.
Sidney L. Berlin '52 (JD)
Redwood City

Best Content
Santa Clara Magazine normally
provides outlooks I disagree with
because the perspective is not in
touch with the fundamental causes

of our current social problems. Vol.
XXXII No. 1 [Fall 1989] was an exception; thus, the best issue published in a long time.
The letter to the editor on
" Ethical Schizophrenia" was interesting as I consider the viewpoint
of Santa Clara Magazine almost
universally that of the impractical
"liberal." The dilemma faced is
usually how to rationalize conventional solutions with actual problems, needs, and human nature.
The articles "A Time to Die?" and
" Looking for Life in Space" provided comprehensive, consistent,
and logical views of tomorrow 's
opportunities.
Perhaps Theodore Sturgeon's
simplistic definitions of morals and
ethics-i.e., morals equal society's
rules for an individual's survival,
and ethics equal an individual 's
rules for society's survival-should
be used when considering the impact of technology and knowledge
on the morals and ethics of euthanasia (abortion and contraceptives) .
The dogmas of Catholicism (and
Christianity)', developed 500 to
1,000 years ago, need be more
responsive to today's society-e.g.,
suffocating overpopulation and incredible opportunity-not relying
on moral precepts from a vastly different age.
"Memories-The Wirj We Were"
certainly showed the value of discipline and the appropriate use of
compassion and rules. The spirit of
the law is much more important
than the letter, a point seemingly
missed in many of the debates on
moral and ethical options.
"Cashing in on Science," despite

the sensationalist lead-in , is a
superb analysis of a symptom of today's confusion over the role of
government. Virtually all freedom
derives from economic independence. Therefore, as long as the
work of individuals (and corporations are legally individuals)
provides economic benefit to the
nation, the government should fund
basic scientific research and commercially oriented research, both to
absorb risk and defend the nation .
Please continue to publish more
issues with mutually supporting
articles and reflective solutions for
today 's problems.
David Sweetman '85 (MBA)
Milpitas, California

Straight Shooter
"Looking for Life in Space?" [Fall
1989] : Whoa! It is nearly a too perfect description of the level of intellectual endeavor at Santa Clara.
I do suppose that moral and cultural
space cases must have something to
occupy their time in lieu of the proper education that is systematically denied them .
Our numbers are shrinking b_ut
there are still some of us left who
can remember what a Jesuit education was at its best, and it was the
same education as all educated men
had available to them until the late
1930s . It was uniqu e in being
Catholic.
It was still available in 1959, but
the handwriting was on the wall.
The business school was becoming
all the rage, and the MBA weed was
well on its way to taking over the
garden. The physical sciences
served competently as they do today. They simply withdrew from
the idiocies being adopted by a
radicalized Jesuit community.
Turning out technically competent ignoramuses paid off. One has
only to see all the new buildings to
appreciate just how successful, just
how wonderfully corporate, Santa
Clara has become.
Having blown the essence of a
higher education , a void was
created that the Jesuits filled with
psycho-babel , minority studies,
social "justice," situational ethics,
cultural relativism, feminism, sharing, caring, sensitivity and Marxism. The result is plain in graduates
WINTER 1990
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from these "Catholic" universities:
a true hatred for the authority of the
Church, an astounding ignorance of
both reality and Western tradition,
a militant disregard for the teachings of the Church, and an abiding
Jove of material things and the
"good life."
The ancient rule was to ride,
shoot straight, and tell the truth . It
is no more.
George B. Mohun , M. D. '59
Novato, California

Biblical Creation
Biblical schizophrenia? While I'm
disappointed to see that SCU now
has a professor of "cosmic evolution" searching for how "chemical
evolution ultimately led to the first
replicating molecules of life"
["Looking for Life in Space," Fall
1989), I trust that the Bible's emphasis of creation has not fallen out
of the curriculum.
Christ himself referred to our
creation (see Mark l0 :6) and, for
me, believing in creation takes the
same amount of faith as believing
that Jesus Christ died for my sins
and rose from the dead ... faith that
the Bible is God's word to us.
Keep up your stimulating
articles, Santa Clara Magazine, but
I sure hope you don't go so far as
to feature Carl Sagan in a future
edition .
Larry Jenkins '71 (BSCE)
Spokane, Washington

First-Hand Experience
On a recent train trip from Munich
to Zurich, I thought how funny it
was for me to be reading the Santa
Clara Magazine [Fall 1989] and
especialJy the article concerning the
International Business Program at
SCU. As I read with great interest,
I noticed that some very important
issues were being overlooked by the
group. As a former student of
Jacques Delacroix (International
Marketing) , I want him and his colleagues to know that I support the
program anyway I can. I am a believer in this " future world" of
qualified international student
talent. I recall that in my international course, some colleagues and
I teamed up to put a cookie shop in
Heidelburg, West Germany (a Mrs.
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Fields, nonetheless) , as our final
business plan project.
My brief experience with the international program helped me look
at the big picture of the world. Now,
I'm 25 years old and holding the international director of marketing
position for a small biotechnology
company. As a rookie myself, I
have this to offer to IBPers:
I. Don't look for an entry-level international position immediately
after graduating. You end up spending a lot of time calling shots based
on experiences in your own
domestic market. Get the domestic
experience first so you have a foundation. Going straight for the international job makes you less
qualified in reality-you don't even
understand your own market yet!
And you want to tell others how to
market in their hodgepodge! Don't
hang yourself.
2. Go with a small company first
that you feel is nearing export fever.
Get the domestic training, then two
to three years into it, approach the
chief and say this lil' injun wants to
be international guru now.
(P.S. There is actually a Mrs. Fields
Cookies in Heidelburg now.)
Todd M. Gates '86
'Zurich, Switzerland

Remembering Shipsey
I enjoyed the " Memories" article
by Norm Bailey. Father Ed Shipsey's
lectures were always " illustrated ,"
and he often exercised "a privilege
reserved for faculty and alumni" by
firing up a cigarette to demonstrate
just who was in charge.
He also performed a solid marriage ceremony, our's having survived for more than 40 years.
JohnF. Benneu ~9
Santa Rosa, California

Another Shipsey Fan
I really enjoy Santa Clara Magazine. This past issue [FalJ 1989] was
particularly strong. The story about
the memories of the early campus
life rewoke fond memories that
Marion and I had of Father Shipsey.
We entertained him often at our tiny
cottage in Mountain View when we
were first married .
Ja ck Russell
San Mateo, California

Take a Stand
I recently received a letter from the
Alumni Association requesting a
contribution to the Alumni Annual
Fund.
The Jetter, dated December 1989,
gave a short overview of the major
events at Santa Clara during the
year, and while I applaud Santa
Clara's efforts on behalf of the Red
Cross quake relief program, I was
more than a little surprised by its
failure to mention recent events in
El Salvador.
As sister University to the institution in San Salvador where six
Jesuit priests and two lay people
were murdered in cold blood , I
would think that Santa Clara would
and should take the lead in an all
out effort to end U.S. support of the
right wing police state in El
Salvador.
Contrary to what the president of
the United States and his secretary
of state have been telling the
American people, the government
of El Salvador is not a "Democracy" in any sense of the word as
we, in this country, know the term.
Information made available to me
by the Lawyers Committee for
Human Rights in New York City
leads me to conclude that the
judiciary in El Salvador has been
systematically and purposely
dismantled by a campaign of ongoing intimidation and terror waged
by the right wing ARENA party in
El Salvador.
As a citizen of the United States,
I am deeply disturbed by the fact
that the White House has seen fit
to continue providing the tools and
the training that enable elements of
the Salvadoran government to
brutalize the people of El Salvador.
In the name of Democracy we are
aiding and abetting a government
that has made a mockery of the
principles that are the foundation of
everything we value and cherish in
this country.
As of 1987, there were 50 major
corporations with investments in El
Salvador. I think the time is Jong
overdue to question investments in
El Salvador and others like it that
are in gross violation of human
rights.
I would be more than happy to
contribute to and work for a program at Santa Clara that would

undertake to inform the alumni of
every Jesuit school in the U.S. in
regard to human rights abuses in El
Salvador.
I encourage Santa Clara and all
U.S. Jesuit universities to take a
united stand against the injustice in
El Salvador. It seems to me that
without action, taken in a spirit of
dedication and commitment to truth
and justice, ideals and beliefs mean
absolutely nothing.
Kevin Lee '80
Atherton, California

Editor's Note: The action you suggest was taken last November by the
SCU Alumni Association (see Jerry
Kerr's column, page 43).

Gotcha!
I have enclosed a check for a voluntary subscription to Santa Clara
Magazine.
I want you to know that you are
not fooling anybody by calling the
subscription "voluntary." With a
photo of John Drahmann on the facing page [Fall 1989 issue] and one
of Mike Brozda '76 on one of the
covers, all you had to do was ask
and there was no way to say "no."
Dean Drahmann was in large part
responsible for the path I took after
leaving Santa Clara . Mike was
never responsible for anything, but
was a whole lot of fun to go to
school with .
Steve Casalnuovo '76
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Let's Hear from You
Send your comments,
criticisms, suggestions, or
ideas to Editor, Santa Clara
Magazine , Santa Clara,
California 95053. All letters
will be considered for
publication but may be
edited for clarity or length.
Please limit letters to 250
words.
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Campus in Mourning
Soon many became aware of the special link between the two schools
he pre-dawn murders of r
six Jesuit priests and their ~
housekeeper and her teen-age j
daughter in El Salvador '-'
November 16 rocked the Santa
Clara campus.
Soon, because of media attention, much of the nation
became aware of the special link
that exists between Santa Clara
and the University of Central
America (UCA) where the dead
priests lived and worked.
The slain Jesuits were well
known among the Santa Clara
Jesuit community. In recent
years, administrators at both
schools had been exploring
ways they could help each other,
and Santa Clara had bestowed
honorary degrees on two UCA
Jesuits.
Several SCU Jesuits, including Paul Locatelli and Charles
Beirne, the president and academic vice president, and faculty members Steve Privett and
James Torrens, had been on the
UCA campus recently. After
the tragedy, Privett and psychology professor Sonny Manuel,
SJ., made a quick trip to UCA Had Father Jon Sobrino, S.J., not been in Thailand when his Jesuit brothers
to show support for the stricken were murdered, he too would have been killed in the early morning massacre

T

A yearlong University-wide Institute on Human Rights and Social Justice was
renamed Voice of the Voiceless in honor of the martyrs of El Salvador

Salvadoran community.
Santa Clara Jesuits believe a
seventh priest probably would
have been killed had he been at
UCA that night. But Father Jon
Sobrino, SJ., who heads UCA's
Theology Department, was in
4
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Thailand giving a seminar at the
time. Afterward, Sobrino made
his headquarters on the SCU
campus before returning to El
Salvador in mid-January.
Beirne, who has made six
trips to El Salvador since 1981

and is writing a book about the
three Jesuit universities in South
America, said UCA and Santa
Clara have similar goals and
had grown more united in
recent years.
"We were finding ways we
could work together," he said.
Last year, for example, a UCA
math professor spent a month at
Santa Clara as a visiting scholar.
"Being here, having access to
the latest journals, was very
helpful to him," said Beirne.
The schools also were discussing graduate student exchanges,
especially in the business
schools. The AVP was working
closely with his UCA counterpart, Father Ignacio MartinBaro, SJ., to develop individual
projects and establish structures
for the exchanges. Just hours

before Martin-Baro was murdered, Beirne had talked with
him by phone.
Also killed was UCA rector
and president, Father Ignacio
Ellacuria, S.J. , a friend of
Locatelli's who had given the
1982 commencement address at
Santa Clara and had received an
honorary degree.
On that June morning seven
years ago, Ellacuria told the
graduating class of the violence
and life-threatening conditions
they lived with in civil war-torn

Father Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J., one
of the six Jesuits murdered, spoke
at Santa Qara's 1982 commencement

El Salvador. Between 1976 and
1980, the campus had been
bombed 10 times, he said. "But
we have been encouraged by the
words of Archbishop Oscar
Romero, himself so soon to be
murdered . It was he who said,
while we were burying an
assassinated priest, that something would be terribly wrong
in our Church if no priest lay
next to so many of his assassinated brothers and sisters. If
WINTER 1990
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Santa Clara students staged a forum and candlelight vigil in Mission Santa Clara

the university had not suffered,
we would not have performed
our duty. In a world where injustice reigns, a university that
fights for justice must necessarily be persecuted."
November 17, the day after
the slayings, more than 600
people participated in an emotional Mass of Resurrection in
SCU's Mission Church, concelebrated by 52 priests and
attended by San Jose Bishop
Pierre DuMaine. The bishop
told the overflow audience, "We
are marking a death in the family, in the human family. This
event touches our deepest roots."
Privett, who spent four
months on the UCA campus in
1988, delivered the homily,
which is reprinted in this issue
(page 45) . "I am sad and discouraged at the loss of six
outstanding educators and accomplished scholars. I am
angry and disgusted with the
United States government's
long-standing and blind adherence to a foreign policy that is
misinformed and unjust. But
most of all I am intensely proud
of my six Jesuit brothers, who
chose to obey God rather than
repressive human authorities
and who never stopped teaching
WINTER 1990

and proclaiming the good news
of Jesus, the Messiah."
Several days later, as one of
the speakers at a San Francisco
prayer vigil, Locatelli said, "I
can say that I have never been
more proud to be a Jesuit, more
proud to have had Ignacio
Ellacuria as a personal friend,
and more proud to see six
Jesuits and two wonderful
women give their lives for the
poor of the Gospel."
Locatelli told the San Francisco audience that Jon Sobrino
was the second UCA Jesuit to
be honored by Santa Clara.
Sobrino gave the homily at the
Baccalaureate Mass and received an honorary degree at
the June 1989 commencement.
Locatelli said Sobrino made
several points that day about his
work in El Salvador with the
poor and at UCA, and defended
his work as a liberation theologian , which he said many
North Americans insist is
Marxist or Communist.
Said Locatelli: "Sobrino's
theology is neither more nor
less subversive than the Gospel
itself. He speaks Gospel
language, not Marxist rhetoric
or the empty ideology of two
misinformed governments."
Locatelli said Sobrino also

~

forum and candlelight vigil, El

~ Salvador in Crisis: What Can
qIs' We Do? in the Mission Church.

Featured speakers included
Locatelli, Sobrino, and Emeritus Professor Robert McAfee
Brown of the Pacific School of
Religion. The vigil ended with
the planting of eight crosses in
front of the Mission, one for
each of those killed.

Father Paul L. Locatelli: "We cannot
let their martyrdom pass us by."

told the 1989 graduates that
Santa Clara was taking a risk by
honoring him at commencement, referring to the possible
alienation of SCU friends and
benefactors not in sympathy
with the Jesuits' role in El
Salvador.
"But," said Locatelli, "our
risk pales in comparison to the
risk our Jesuit brothers and
their cook and her daughter
took. We cannot let their
martyrdom pass us by."
On November 28, SCU
students staged an evening

Two Santa Clara events ,
scheduled before the UCA
massacre, will continue as
planned but with added significance now.
• A yearlong, Universitywide Institute on Human Rights
and Social Justice, which began
late in 1989 with a talk at SCU
by Father Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J., superior general of
the Society of Jesus (see page
17), has been renamed Voice of
the Voiceless in honor of the El
Salvador martyrs.
• A delegation headed by
Locatelli and including several
lay members of SCU's Boards
of Trustees, Regents, and Fellows will attend a special
celebration at UCA March 24,
observing the 10th anniversary
of the death of Archbishop
Romero.-Peg Major
■
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Martin's History
After 20 successful academic years, he is a success in development

S

ixty years ago, when Father
Norman Martin, S.J., was
a teen-ager, he and a friend
spent two summers with the
Blackfoot Indians in Browning,
Montana.
"I was actually inaugurated
into the tribe," he said , eyes
snapping at the memory. "What
impressed us most was the
humanness of our hosts ,
Theodore and Emma Last Star.
They took us in as if we were
family. We were the only whites
allowed at the tribe's major
liturgical event, the Sun Dance.
"Years later, when I was
researching the Aztecs, I found
many similarities in their
religious concepts and customs
to what I had witnessed with the
Blackfeet."
Today, Martin's inauguration
paraphernalia-his moccasins,
rattle, headband , and leggings
-are part of a de Saisset Museum exhibit.
Why did he want to live with
the Blackfeet?
"I guess I was something of
a historical adventurer," he
says.
History still holds adventure
for Martin . In the 1960s and
1970s, as a history professor at
SCU, he conducted research on
socioeconomic problems of
Colonial Mexico, especially the
unemployment during that
period.
A Guggenheim Fellowship
and research grants from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities and the American
Philosophical Society enabled
him to continue his archival
research in Madrid , Seville,
Lisbon, Paris, London, Vienna,
Rome, and Dublin, as well as in
Mexico and the Philippines.
"To this day, I'm the only person who has published in this
area," he said.
His books Los Vagabundos de
la Nueva &pana, Siglo XVI, Instruccion def Virrey Marques de
Croix a Antonia M. Bucareli ,
6
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/nstruccion Reservada al Conde t
de Moctezuma, and articles are ill
considered important sources ~~
6
for Colonial Mexico's history.
A native of Half Moon Bay,
Martin grew up in San Mateo,
and came to Santa Clara in 1933
as a freshman. Two years later,
he entered the Society of Jesus
at the Los Gatos Novitiate and
was ordained in 1947 in Buenos
Aires. He celebrated 50 years in
the order in 1985.
He joined the history department faculty at Santa Clara in
1958, after receiving his doctorate in history from the
University of Mexico.
Although Martin's first love
remains history- "because of
the perspective and understanding it can give us of the world's He spent two summers with the Blackfoot Indians in Browning, Montana
problems and success stories"
the reroute of The Alameda.
-recognition of his other the sacrifice."
"Uniting the campus physiMartin obliged . "But I contalents has pressed him into
non-teaching roles as well.
tinued to teach one seminar for cally expanded our outlook in a
After 20 years as an aca- a couple years, until Rewak spiritual, non-material way. It
demic, Martin was urged by found out about it," he says with opened minds and spirits, literally and figuratively, and
then-president Father William a laugh.
Rewak, S.J., to take a full-time
Typical of his ever-positive broadened our horizons," he
assignment in 1978 in SCU's nature, Martin says he was said .
In October 1989, University
fast-growing development and determined that "once I made
the switch, I was going to enjoy President Paul Locatelli, S.J. ,
public relations.
named Martin professor emerAt first, Martin was reluc- the work."
The first time he asked a itus of history and assistant to
tant. "He [Rewak] tried to reach
me for two or three weeks ," potential donor for a gift-the the president. In a letter anMartin says with a smile, "but amount was $775,000- he was nouncing the new titles, LocaI didn't return his calls because successful. " It made me feel telli wrote, " Granting you this
I knew something was up. And great," he said. It also won the honorary [emeritus] title is a
then one night, he came bang- immediate respect of his de- way for the University to recognize your many contributions
ing on my door and said, 'Dam- velopment colleagues.
He has been working with over the past 30 years to the
mit, I've been trying to talk to
you. We're going out to dinner donors ever since. "The most Department of Hi story. You
rewarding part for me is hear- have played a significant role in
tonight.'"
Over dinner at a nearby ing what our constituents like emphasizing serious scholarship together with dedicated
restaurant , Rewak first re- about Santa Clara.
"As a teacher, I spent my time teaching, and have served as a
minded him how good Santa
Clara had been to him , Martin with students. Now I spend my model, in many ways, for a
recalls, citing benefits Martin days with alumni and parents of growing department.
had received . Then, says Mar- students who have become
"Your new title , however,
does not mean I intend to let
tin , the president said, " Now, I Santa Clara's benefactors."
Martin thinks the three most you retire," the president conhave a favor to ask. I'd like you
to give up academics because impressive changes at SCU cluded, "because you are too
we need you urgently in the since he's been on the campus important to the academic and
Development Office. I know are the increased endowment educational mi ssio n of the
this will be a difficult move for (from $17 million to more than University." -Sunny Merik ■
you , but I'm asking you to make $80 million), coeducation, and
WI NTER 1990
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Fear Iess Forecast
Mario Belotti predicts modest growth ahead in 1990
here's no dearth these days
of Chicken Little economists, those cluck-clucking that
the blue sky of sustained prosperity is certain to fall. Any
minute now.
No need to grab our hard hats
or even our umbrellas, counters
Mario Belotti, director of the
Institute of Agribusiness and
holder of the W.M. Keck Foundation chair in the Leavey
School of Business.
Gazing ahead, and above,
Belotti says he sees no indicators to suggest that a recession
looms. On the contrary, he says,
all signs point to continued
strength , even modest growth .
Using SCU's 18th annual
Economic Forecast event, held
January 10 in Mayer Theatre as
his " pulpit," Belotti said we're
not likely to experience a recession this year because:
• In recent months, real personal income has " risen sharply and is still on the rise."

T

there's no need to be pessimistic
as we enter the new decade.
He said the economy will
grow between 2.0 and 2.5 percent in 1990, adding that such
growth is below the economy's
potential of 3.0 to 3.5 percent.
Personal disposable income,
adjusted for inflation, will rise
"between 2.0 and 2.5 percent."
Of this, about two percent will
go to purchase consumer goods
and services. "All of the ingredients that determine consumer
confidence in the economy are
moving in the right direction;
consumers will continue to
spend."
Another cause for optimism,
he said, is that we Americans
are saving more, from an average of 3.7 percent of disposable
personal income in 1987 to 5.5
percent last year and , he predicts , 6.0 percent by yearend
1990.
What about inflation? Here,
too, said Belotti, the outlook is

Although peaking early last fall,
the consumer confidence level
remains high, contraindicating
a weakening economy.
• The percentage of population employed in the U.S. is the
" highest ever."
• Although peaking early last
fall, the consumer confidence
level remains high , contraindicating a weakening economy.
• The stock market, usually
a reliable barometer, recently
reached new highs.
• The rate of inflation has
been slowing since last fall ,
another "good sign."
• Interest rates have been
going down ; before a recession ,
they usually move up.
All of this, Belotti told a nearly full house, suggests that
WINTER 1990

sanguine. It will not exceed
"four percent, give or take,"
compared with the roughly
5.0-percent level of late 1989.
But for the severe winter being
experienced in much of the nation and the drought in the
West , inflation might fall to
about 3.0 percent for the year,
he added.
Inflation is due to "moderate," he explained, because "in
most manufactured goods there
is oversupply worldwide." This
will keep a lid on consumer
prices. Moreover, the Federal
Reserve System has maintained
a very tight monetary policy

that will prevent inflation from
going above 4 percent.
Other encouraging signs, said
Belotti, speaking without aid of
prepared text:
• Business is planning to
spend 5.0 percent more in
capital investment in 1990 than
last year;
• Although little or no increase in real spending is expected by the federal government , spending by state and
local governments will climb
some 3.0 percent;
There's good news, too, indicated Belotti, for those of us
who measure fiscal fitness in
greenbacks. The dollar won't
shrink appreciably (further).
"Well," he allowed, "maybe a
little," but nothing to fret about.
Belotti envisions an "overall
growth rate of about 2.5 percent" in the U.S. economy this
year. "I expect we'll do even
better next year."
He also foresees continued
trimming of the nation's bulging
international trade deficit , to
$90 billion by year's end versus
$171 billion in 1987.
Crystal-balling farther ahead ,
Belotti said our trade deficit will
have " disappeared " by middecade.
All is not sweetness and light,
however, he implied. Americans still do not save enough
and the federal budget is still top
heavy in defense spending.
If, he said , the U.S. were to
spend no more than European
countries do on defense, the
national debt would vanish .
Moreover, if we as a nation
were to budget for military a
percentage of GNP proportionate to what Japan earmarks,
we would find ourselves with a
large surplus "overnight."
Reducing defense spending as
the Communist threat disappears would make possible a
reduction in the government
deficit and also provide us with
extra funds to "combat the host

of social problems" plaguing
our society.
Belotti , a faculty member
since 1959 and originator of the
Economic Forecast program 18
years ago, shared the curtained
stage with guest speaker Gary
Conway, a principal in the Menlo Park-based financial-services
firm of Conway, Williams &
Foster, Inc. , and , until recently, financial talk-show host and
commentator for KGO Radio in
San Francisco. He was on the
air daily for 13 years.
"Airing" his views in Mayer,
Conway spoke of "signals" be they positive or negativeinvestors and would-be investors should be alert to in the
coming months.
Conway, who holds a degree
in economics from UCLA ,
deemed ultilities and the stock
market to be "less attractive"
entering 1990 than they were 12
months earlier. " Caution is in
order," he counseled.
Thanks in part to the Crash of
October 19, 1987, said Conway,
today's personal investor has
only half as much percentagewise in the stock market as was
true two decades ago.
As for gold, which he described as "coming back to life"
after a " lengthy downtrend ,"
here again, proceed circumspectly, he urged . " Gold had its
heyday in the 1970s . . .and is not
the store of value it once was ."
If, as is expected this year,
Congress passes the proposed
bill to cut capital-gains taxes,
Conway sai d there might be
reason to " bail out of certain
stocks, especially because stock
prices overall are so high now."
Conway's nutshell advice to
stock-market investors: " Be
cautious early on (in 1990) , less
cautious later on."
Looking down the road, Conway said he is " bullish" on the
decade as whole.

-Thomas R Black
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SCU's Music Man
Keeping the University and the off-campus community in tune

M

usic professor-composer music so much in high school "Lynn," assuming "she" was an singing career stopped. "I just
Lynn Shurtleff believes that, after some serious "self- astute female.
wouldn' t do it any more. It
"we all hear music." "Everyone inspection," he abandoned his
It wasn't until Shurtleff was wasn't until graduate school that
has original and different plans to become a math teacher grading final exams that he I started to sing in the choir."
musical thoughts. It's just that in favor of becoming a music discovered Alma Don was a Since 1969, Shurtleff has been
the composer trains him- or teacher. There is a correlation woman. She was equally sur- directing the 120-voice Santa
herself to listen , organize, and
make the music happen."
j
Shurtleff has been making .!l
music happen since he was a ~
child. At age 3, he " marched
around" with a baton, handcarved by his grandfather. That
baton, along with framed sheet
mu sic, an old piano, books,
memorabilia, a computer, and
a new synthesizer partially furnish Shurtleffs comfortable
campus office in the convertedwarehouse Music Building.
"When I arrived here in 1966,
the other music professor had
no office and was working out
of his car," he recalls. But, since
that time, the department has
grown to 6 full-time and 12
part-time faculty-due partly to
Shurtleffs determination that
Santa Clara be a center for the
musical arts, not just for
students but for the off-campus
community as well. Reflecting
that , the Santa Clara Chorale
and the University Orchestra
draw from students and the
community.
From the conductor's baton at
age 3 to the composition of the
popular "Charlie Brown Suite,"
commissioned by jazz musician
Vince Guaraldi in 1969, to the Shurtleff will direct the 120-voice Santa Clara Chorale in its first appearance in Carnegie Hall this year on Memori1
musical direction of " Peter
Pan" for the San Jose Civic between math and music, he prised when he asked her for a Clara Chorale, which has made
Light Opera in 1988, Shurtleffs says: Both require sequential date. Four months later, they five foreign concert tours and
were married. Intrigued by will make its first appearance at
musical versatility is evidenced. thinking.
He does admit, however, that
At Brigham Young Univer- their meeting and courtship, a Carnegie Hall on Memorial
like every other kid whose sity, where he earned his fellow student wrote a play Day.
Shurtleff "has a cosmopolitan
mother encouraged him to bachelor's and master 's about them, which is still proview of life and has traveled
musical endeavors, he hated to degrees, he majored in music duced today.
Shurtleff says he enjoys being extensively," says Francisco
practice. First it was the accor- theory and composition . .. and
dion at age 7, then the piano in he met his wife. Grading papers a musician because of the varie- Jimenez , director of the Divijunior high school , and finally as a teaching assistant in a large ty of experiences it offers, add- sion of Arts and Humanities.
the cello in high school. " You class, he began jotting notes to ing his baritone voice to his " He's very appreciative of cultural differences." His travels
have to reach a certain point a student named Alma Don, musical bank of skills.
" When I was a little guy, I started with his Mormon misbefore you enjoy practicing," he whom he thought was a particularly bright young man. Alma sang solos for the women's sionary work in South Amersays.
In fact , he started to enjoy Don responded with notes to club." When he was about 8, his ica. Later, in 1968, he studied
8
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in Vienna under Professor Gunther Theuring.
In 1979, as founder and ~~
6
musical director of the Prune
Hollow Choral Society (a teenaged show choir), Shurtleff and
the group traveled to Romania,
Hawaii, Europe, and Mexico
-which became part of an
ABC documentary broadcast
nationwide.

In high school he started to enjoy music so much he abandoned his plan to be a math teacher

is back in creating music," he
says. It used to take 600-800
hours to compose a 25-rninute
piece- "copying music, jotting
down notes, doing lots of busy
work." But the computer and its
playback capability cut that in
half, enabling him to "write
quite a bit more music."
"He's an indefatigable musi-

right on the money. He doesn't
beat around the bush."
Shurtleff has numerous major
works to his credit, including
"For the First Manned Space
Orbit," which premiered on
network television in 1969;
"Echos from Hungry Mountain," in 1975; "Home's Bright
Love," which was performed by

from lessons in conducting, to
an opera for children, to a session entitled "It's OK for Boys
to Sing, Too."
Children play a large part in
Shurtleffs life. He and Alma
Don have two daughters and
three sons, ages 10 to 24. Three
are musical, he says, but the
other two are "lost to soccer

The introduction of the musical
synthesizer particularly excites Shurtleff.
"'The thrill is back in creating music;' he says.
y

Shurtleff doesn't believe
students should be prepared
only in music, says Jimenez. He
embodies the Santa Clara goal
to "educate the whole person."
And educating the whole person begins with himself.
Shurtleff sees himself as student
as well as teacher. "He continues to learn, so he understands
what excites students," says
Jimenez.
The introduction of the
musical synthesizer particularly excites Shurtleff. "The thrill
WINTER 1990

cian, who is constantly learning
and creating," says colleague
Roger Nyquist. Having known
Lynn for over 21 years, Nyquist
says he is reminded of the old
adage, "Still waters run deep."
"A generally quiet multifaceted musician, Lynn is
strong and confident. He knows
where he is going, yet he is gentle, compassionate, and willing
to listen to many sides of an
issue," says Nyquist.
Jimenez says, "He is well
respected. When he speaks, he's

the Mormon Tabernacle Choir,
and "Laugh Clown," a ballet
written for the recent tour of the
Soviet Union by the Santa Clara
Ballet Ensemble.
Shurtleff composes while he
juggles other responsibilities
and interests, among them an
interest in widening children's
musical horizons. During summer 1989, the Santa Clara
Chorale presented a program at
Mission Santa Clara for "parents, grandparents, and children." It offered everything

and skateboards."
Humanities faculty tend to be
dreamers, says Shurtleff.
"That's what distinguishes us
-we envision what could be."
And what is his dream for Santa
Clara? "We [the Music Department] would like to be an integral part of the University and
a beacon of musical activity for
the community."
It sounds like Shurtleff just
described himself.
- PaJricia Fowler
■
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Storybook Seasons
Men are NCAA co-champions; women's team reaches Final Four
anta Clara men's soccer ]
coach Steve Sampson is a
prophet of sorts. In the fall of e
1988, in his third year coaching l
at SCU, he stated simply: "Our ]
immediate and future goal is to
win the NCAA championship."
It was and is a statement every
college coach makes before a
season begins. The difference,
however, between other coaches
and Sampson is that he accomplished his goal in 1989, at
least partially.
For Santa Clara women's
soccer coach Jerry Smith, the
1989 season also answered his
announced goals: "We wanted
to reach the NCAA playoffs and
win at least one game." Ask and
you shall receive, and his squad
did just that.
Soccer is a unique sport.
Hordes of youngsters participate in youth leagues throughout the country. But unlike
baseball, basketball, football,
To no one's surprise, Bronco midfielder Jeff Baicher was named Most Valuable Player of the championship game.
or hockey, there is no profesThe match was played on a frozen field in Brunswick, New Jersey, and ended in a tie that left neither team estatic.
sional outlet in the United
States. Therefore, a collegiate ed a 12-2-5 record, the best in North Carolina, and defeated Sampson said later, "The tie at
championship is the pinnacle of SCU history. The disappoint- highly touted Duke and North UCLA was the key. It has been
a soccer player's ambition . ment , however, turned into Carolina State by 1-0 and 3-1 the best program in the West
Those who play do so without determination. Smith's 1989 scores. Both were ranked in the over the past several years. But
thoughts of signing bonuses or team faced its toughest sched- pre-season top 20 by the !SAA. when we tied , our players took
multiyear seven-figure con- ule, one that demanded im- The twin road wins caught the it as if they had lost. Then they
collective eye of the collegiate came back two days later to play
soccer community. The turning a great first half at Fullerton.
point of the season, according That trip showed me we were
The 1-1 match continued through
to Sampson, came in a five-day on the right track."
Over the next nine games, the
stretch between September 29
60 minutes of overtime without
and October 3. SCU was 7-0 at Broncos rolled up eight wins
this point, but faced a three- and a hard-fought 1-1 tie with
another goal. The Broncos and
game road trip in the Los West Coast Conference rival
Angeles area.
Portland. The goal they allowed
Virginia were co-NCAA champions.
A decisive 7-0 win over in that game was the only goal
Loyola Marymount started the they gave up in the nine-game
journey. Next came a match stretch, while scoring 32 themtracts, or having their picture provement from the young 1988 against Sampson's old school, selves. Ironically, following the
UCLA. (He had been an assis- October 22 tie with Portland,
adorn a Wheaties box . Love of squad.
the game motivates most.
Sampson's 1989 team can be tant coach there prior to accep- Santa Clara was ranked the No.
Motivation was a key element described by several adjectives: ting the Santa Clara job in 1 team in the country in both
for both the SCU men's and relentless , poised, skilled , 1986.) SCU dominated the the !SAA and Soccer America
women's teams this past year. driven. It was apparent after game, but settled for a 1-1 tie. polls. It was a position they
Sampson and his squad were their first three games this Two days later, they played a never relinquished .
justifiably miffed in 1988 after would be a strong squad. They brilliant first half in blistering
After beating Stanford 3-0 on
being snubbed for a playoff bombed Cal State-Hayward 3-0, heat and defeated perennially November 5, SCU was invited
berth, even though they record- then journeyed to Durham, tough Cal State-Fullerton 2-1. to the NCAA playoffs, and was

S
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given a first-round bye as one of performer. But with six minutes feated Cal by 3-2. It was their
the nation's top four seeds. On left in regulation, Jeff Baicher first win against Cal and came
November 18, they played host again came through, taking a on the Bears' astroturf field,
to Fresno State at Buck Shaw pass from junior midfielder making it an even more impresStadium. The game drew 9,000 Paul Holocher to beat Meola on sive achievement.
fans, the largest crowd to view the short side for the equalizer.
National recognition came
a Bronco home soccer game.
The 1-1 match continued two weeks later when SCU
Two first-half goals by sopho- through 60 minutes of overtime downed No. 2-ranked North
more defenders Eric Hiatt and without another goal. SCU and Carolina State 3-0 at Buck
Cameron Rast made the dif- Virginia were co-NCAA cham- Shaw Stadium. There were also
ference in a 2-1 win. The pions. Neither team was ecstatic big wins against archrivals
following Saturday, SCU hosted about a co-title, but it beat the Stanford (4-3) and St. Mary's
the UCLA Bruins in a rematch. alternative. To no one's sur- (2-1). Then, in the final regular
Although the rains made play prise, Baicher was named the season contest, SCU downed
difficult for both sides, it was offensive MVP of the tourna- highly ranked Colorado College
2-1 at Buck Shaw. Junior Brandi
evident that SCU was the better ment.
team; they defeated the Bruins
2-0.
t
The NCAA Final Four in ~
New Brunswick, New Jersey,
was the next stop. It was, of
course, SCU's first visit and
some of the so-called experts
were skeptical of the Broncos's
glossy 19-0-2 record. The Broncos, the only undefeated college
team in the country, drew defending NCAA champion Indiana in the semi-final match.
Before the final four games
began, Sampson was upset
about the lack of respect his
team received . " I kept hearing
that we didn't deserve our ranking. But after the Indiana game,
we left no doubts." In that contest, SCU spotted the defending
champions two goals in the first
half, but came roaring back
with four unanswered goals of
their own in less than 20
minutes to win 4-2. "We got a
brilliant goal with six seconds
left in the first half on a set play
from Jeff Baicher to Paul Bravo.
We put that play in for the tournament, and it worked to perfection. After that , it was a Soccer co-captains for '89 season pose together before the men's team left for
the Final Four in Brunswick, New Jersey: (kneeling) Michele Nagamini and
Santa Clara soccer clinic. Even Tommie Batista; (standing) Cameron Rast, Wendy Johanson, and Robert Gallo.
when we were two goals down,
The SCU women's team Chastain's two goals gave the
I felt good because we were attacking so well," said Sampson. began the year with some Broncos their biggest win of the
The championship game was uncertainty. They had played year.
Not only did Santa Clara
another test of SCU's resolve. well enough recently, but had
The wind-chill factor for the never beaten teams ahead of qualify for the NCAA tournagame against No. 2 ranked Vir- them in the rankings. In 1989 ment, they were also given a
ginia was in the minus column that changed. After an early first-round bye as one of the top
all day. The Cavaliers scored, loss to Portland, the Broncos four seeds in the country. On
November 11, they played host
and took a 1-0 lead in the first came alive. In Smith's mind, the
to UC-Santa Barbara, a team
half, and it appeared that would turning point came in the fifth
be enough since Virginia goal- match of the year. The Broncos that had beaten them 1-0 on a
disputed penalty kick earlier in
keeper Tony Meola is a superb traveled to Berkeley and de-

!
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the year. This time, SCU
recorded a 2-0 win , another
first-ever performance , as
Chastain and Jennifer Birks
scored the goals.
The Final Four was next and,
unfortunately, a return engagement with Colorado College.
SCU fell 2-0 in a rugged battle
at Raleigh, North Carolina, but
the record book closed on a
sensational 14-5 campaign.
Smith cited several reasons
for the success. "I think it was
a combination of things. First
was consistency. I was the first
coach to be here three years. It
helps to know a system. Another plus was our hard work
the year round. We played five
or six days a week last spring
and it paid off. Second was
recruiting. We simply attracted
better players . Finally, we
added a full-time assistant
coach, Amy Allman, who did a
great job. She had played on the
national team and brought a
winning attitude with her."
So both Bronco teams ended
storybook campaigns, and the
residuals are starting to come
in . Recruiting is better than
ever. Because of the recognition, more doors are opened,
community support is improving, and alumni are proud.
So what do you do for an
encore? Smith has a raft of
experience returning next year
but is looking for more help.
"We want to climb another step.
Perhaps we didn't set our goals
high enough this past season.
One area we want to improve is
our depth. It was evident in the
Final Four that we need more
good players."
As for Sampson, his competitive instincts continue to
surface. When asked about
1990, his reply is simple: "We
still haven't accomplished our
goal . A co-championship isn't
good enough. We want it all to
ourselves." Don't bet against
him. -Mike McNulty
■
Mike McNulty is a San Jose freelance writer. He resigned last fall
after 10 yea rs as Santa Clara 's
sports information director.
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Concerns about the
safety and happiness
of their children weigh
heavily on working
parenf,S' minds

W1w takes care of the kids?
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BY SUSAN FREY
anice McLaughlin '78 remembers
when she went back to work as a
manager at Hewlett-Packard Co. in
Cupertino, eight months after her first child
was born.
"I won't tell you how many times I cried
at work because it is too embarrassing," she
said. " I wasn't worried. I just missed him.
I was in love with him. It was hard to be
apart ."
Pat Cronin '80, a systems programming
manager at IBM in San Jose, says her
daughter, Briana, is always on her mind.
"She's plastered all over my office,"
Cronin said. "People come in and ask 'How
many kids do you have?' It looks like nine
or ten. But it's just one."
McLaughlin and Cronin-who has since
given birth to her second child-are not
alone in having to face the choice of career
or staying at home with young children. In
fact, they are now in the majority.
Seventy percent of mothers with children
between 6 and 17 were working outside the
home or looking for work in 1985, according to U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. And
53 percent of women with children under
6 were working compared to only 11 percent
in 1948. Mothers of preschool children ,
particularly children under 3, are the fastest
growing segment in the labor market.
Coupled with the trauma of separation
goes the concern about the quality of day
care available. McLaughlin eliminated that
worry by choosing in-home care for her infant son.
"The caretaker was very loving and
brought a lot of good ideas [to the job],"
McLaughlin said. "She took him on long
walks, played with him , had patience with
the mess. She taught him how to use a fork
and spoon . She said if it took him an hour
to eat lunch and he made a mess, it didn't
bother her."
But Dennis McLaughlin '77, J.D. '80, an
attorney and Canice's husband, said choosing a day-care provider was something he
was not sure how to do.
" You're giving your prized possession to
a total stranger," he said. "You don't know
how to do an interview. What you'd really
like is fingerprints and a total FBI check."
A three-year, $200,000 study, published
in November 1988 by the University of New
Hampshire's Family Research Laboratory,
found that children in day-care centers were

C

Canice McLaughlin '78 took a leave from her job
as a Hewlett-Packard manager to take care of her
sons, Michael, 2 1/2, and Matthew, six months
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no more likely to be molested than children
who stayed at home. Out of7 million children in day care nationwide, there were
1,639 cases of sexual abuse in centers. That
compares to the 76,000 children (out of21.3
million) under 6 who had been molested at
home.
Although no research has been done on
in-home providers, child abuse in day-care
cente rs, which has gotten widespread
media coverage, is rare, researchers say.
And research by educators and psychologists is generally reassuring about the effect
of day care on young children.
"Typical middle-class children do fine
whether they are in day care or not," said
Eleanor Willemsen, a psychology professor
at SCU. But the lower-class child in poverty, whose parents are not educated and who
is not getting good nutrition, is better off
in day care," she said.
The key to most research is quality child
care : centers with low children-to-staff
ratios and caring, educated teachers. And
many believe such day care is not readily
available, in part because salaries of
teachers and assistants are so low.
A recent study by the Oakland-based
Child Care Employee Project says the low
pay for workers-an average of $5.35 an
hour in 1988-is causing trained teachers
to seek work elsewhere. Annual staff turnover rose from 15 percent in 1977 to 41 percent in 1988, with the lowest-paid teachers
twice as likely to quit their jobs as the
highest-paid . Adjusted for inflation ,
teachers' wages have dropped Tl percent.
The report, which studied 2Tl child-care
centers in five cities, found that the better
paid a center's adult workers were, the
better care they gave children.
The study also found that middle-class
children were the most likely to attend
lower-quality centers because their parents
had no subsidies like poorer parents and
could not pay for the care that upper-class
parents could afford .
Teacher turnover can be particularly
damaging, the study's investigators said ,
because young children need consistency
and stability to develop well.
Even the perfect match does not always
last. When McLaughlin's son turned 16
months, the woman she had hired, who was
in her 50s, said she no longer had the
energy for ten-hour days with an active toddler. When McLaughlin advertised again
for a baby sitter, she found a tireless
19-year-old.
"That's the catch with day care-it's not
stable," McLaughlin said. "You get it and

you lose it. You get it and you lose it. The
transition is a trauma for the parents as well
as the child."
But others, such as Susan Arata '73, the
executive administrator of Primary Plus
schools-which include 13 day-care centers
and schools serving children from six
months through elementary school-say
decent, affordable day care is available, at
least in Santa Clara County. Some of her
centers, which charge $100 a week for infants and toddlers and $340 to $380 a
month for elementary-age school children ,
have openings while others have waiting
lists. In one case, Arata said, a center with
a waiting list is located fairly close to one
with openings. But often, she said , parents
do not want to drive an extra few minutes
each day to drop off and pick up their
children.
Some parents, however, find centers
aren't open long enough to accommodate
their work and commute schedules.
Cronin chose in-home care for her
daughter because she has to commute 54
miles to and from work, and most centers
close at 6 p.m.
''I'm a manager and I need flexibility at
work and at home," Cronin said.
Maria Ammatuna '79, a financial manager for Hewlett-Packard in Mountain
View, has her children in a school open
from 7 a.m . to 6 p.m . Although she has adjusted to those hours, she finds she has to
bring work home on weekends.

"You 're giving your
prized possess ion to
a total stranger. You
don 't know lww to do
an interview. What
you'd really like are
fingerprints and an
FBI check."
- Dennis M c Laughlin '77
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Some parents of older children have
decided to let the children take care of
themselves. But leaving teen-agers on their
own can have bad consequences, according
to a recent study oflatch-key kids financed
by the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
Based on a survey of 5,000 eighth-graders
in Los Angeles and San Diego, the study
found that children not watched by adults
for at least one hour per school day are at
greater risk for drug or alcohol abuse
regardless of their race, sex, family income,
academic performance, or involvement in
sports or other extracurricular activities.
The study found that latch-key children are
more likely to live in high- than in lowincome areas.
Concerns about the safety and happiness
of their children weigh heavily on working
parents' minds . While Ammatuna was
working at the Hewlett-Packard branch in
Brisbane, she and other parents formed a
support group to help each other "through
the stress and the guilt." They met for lunch
once a month . The company subscribed to
Working Woman and Parents magazines and
provided a bulletin board where parents
could post relevant articles.
The Hewlett-Packard employees who
work at Hacienda Business Park in Pleasanton can alleviate their guilt by visiting their
children during lunch hour. The business
park has an on-site day-care center.

Some educators say
child services need to
have a central point,
and the logical
point i_s the school.
The school's role
will gTow as more
parents choose flexible
scheduling to avoid
rush-hour traffic.
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SCU'sEleanorWillemsen says typical middle-class children do fine whether they are in day care or not

Many child-care advocates are urging the
private sector to follow Hacienda's example
and assume a share of the child-care
responsibility. Companies, such as Apple
Computer, Inc., in Cupertino, and Genentech, Inc., in South San Francisco, have
accepted the challenge. Santa Clara University has a program-Kids on Campusopen to preschool children of staff,
students, and alumni.
Other companies, such as Stratus Computer, Inc., in Marlboro, Massachusettsrun by William Foster M .S. '69, MBA
'74-are reluctant to accept the liability but
are considering helping finance a child-care
center located nearby.
"We're looking into partnership arrangements without making any commitment,"
said Tom Harrison, manager of corporate
benefits for Stratus. "That keeps us out of
the liability. We're not in the day-care
business; we're in the computer business.
But at the same time, we are sensitive to
employees' day-care needs. We're continuing to keep an open mind about it."
Stratus does allow employees to deduct
child-care expenses on a pre-tax basis and
offers a comprehensive day-care referral
service.
And though employer-financed centers
have gotten widespread media coverage,
they are not even a drop in the bucket, according to Andrew Scott, spokesman for
the California School-Age Consortium in
San Francisco.
"Employer-sponsored child care gets a
lot of press," Scott said. "But the total
number of kids served is miniscule. And it's

growing very slowly. It's not a major force,
but it ought to be."
Many legislators and child advocates say
what is needed is a combination of support
from the government, industry, and parents.
Compared to other industrialized nations,
the United States is conservative in its approach to child care, researchers say. For
example, the United States has no law
guaranteeing time-off from work to care for
a newborn child. At least 75 other countries
have provisions for leaves with job protection and cash benefits.
Some educators, such as Anne Ladd ,
Brisbane School District superintendent
and an adjunct lecturer in SCU's Division
of Counseling Psychology and Education ,
say child-care services need to have a
central point, and the logical point is the
school. Most schools are providing some
child care, Ladd said, and their role will
grow as more parents choose flexible
scheduling to avoid rush-hour traffic.
Schools eventually will become community centers, open from dawn to midnight to accommodate working parents,
Ladd predicts.
Congressman Don Edwards (D-San Jose)
authored a bill that was a step toward Ladd's
vision. Child-care services supported by
the bill would be provided through the
public schools, creating a year-long school
session. Edwards pointed to Cory Elementary School in San Jose, which provides
activities from 6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. for children in kindergarten to sixth grade.
And the 21st Century Program in Independence, Missouri , provides services
WINTER 1990

"Parents choose the
schooltheylikefor
their child-one that
-is safe and secure, a
happy place for their
child. They want to
pay for quality care.
I think they want
that choice."
-Susan Arata '73,
Primary Plus administrator

Primary Plus has 13 day-care centers for South Bay children from six months through elementary school.
Executive Administrator Susan Arata '73 is surrounded by Amber School children in San Jose: (L-R)
Brenda Delarosa, Brian Winslow, Rebecca and Sara Dreitlein, Samantha Jensen, and Jessica Hernon.

from early pregnancy through the 12th year,
Edwards said.
Any bill likely to be passed by Congress
and supported by President George Bush,
however, will probably be less ambitious,
perhaps providing some funds for low- and
moderate-income families to pay for child
care and subsidizing child-care centers that
meet government health, safety, and quality
standards.
In some cases, the populace is slower
than the government to support child care.
In June, Fremont voters soundly defeated
an initiative sponsored by their city government that would have raised $1.8 million a
year from residents, businesses, developers,
WINTER 1990

and the city to open day-care centers for
latch-key children at 30 elementary schools,
offer care for sick kids, and subsidize babysitting costs for poor parents. The funding
would have come from developer fees, the
general fund, taxing home owners $12 a
year, and increasing business taxes by 20
percent. Those opposed argued against
creating a bureaucracy, called it " frightening" that government was getting involved
in child care, and said there was not enough
support of poor families and too much support for middle-class families .
But elsewhere, the government has gotten support for taking the initiative in child
care. San Francisco supervisors passed a

law in 1985 that required developers to include child-care centers in their plans for
commercial buildings or to donate to a citywide child-care fund. And, surprisingly,
the law received support from the business
community.
"There are a certain number of people
who are more inclined to work for a company that offers those services," said James
Bronkema, chairman emeritus of The Embarcadero Center, a San Francisco development that includes six office buildings, two
hotels, and a planned day-care center nearby. "Companies that recognize the needs of
employees and deal with them get better
employees who work more productively."
But conservatives say such government
meddling is not necessary. The number of
day-care centers in the United States
climbed from 4,400 in 1960 to 39,929 in
1986 "without massive federal help," said
Robert Rector, an analyst with the Heritage
Foundation in Washington, in the June Tl,
1988, issue of Forbes.
But numbers are not enough, child-care
advocates say. It's quality that matters, and
setting and enforcing standards nationwide
is important to producing productive,
capable adults.
"The research clearly is showing that
staffing ratios, staffing qualifications, and
the necessary physical plant do correlate to
child outcome," SCU's Willemsen said.
"No one hesitates to regulate safety in
public schools or the spread of infection in
hospitals."
SANTA CLARA MAGA ZIN E
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Questions to consider when choosing day care for your children

M

aria Ammatuna '79 knows what she
wants for her preschool children: a daycare setting with lots of finger-painting
opportunities.
"This may not seem important," she said,
"but such things are a major part of life at that
age."
Ammatuna also wants to see the caretakers
"on the floor playing with the kids" rather than
just standing and telling kids what to do.
How much time is devoted to arts and crafts?
to reading? she asks . Are they teaching
children social skills? how to cooperate?
Such questions are important ones for
parents to consider when choosing day care for
their children. Other important considerations,
parents and researchers say, are the child-toteacher ratio, the training of the teacher andmost importantly-the teacher turnover rate.
Children need stable, long-term relationships
to feel secure and confident , according to
researchers.
" The research clearly is showing that staffing ratios, staffing qualifications, and the
necessary physical plant do correlate to child
outcome," said Eleanor Willemsen, a pscyhology professor at Santa Clara University who
favors licensing and regulating day-care
settings.
The atmosphere of the center or home
should emphasize free choice mixed with some
educational activities, according to researcher
Alison Clarke-Stewart. The setting should be
open and varied with a focus on free play and
social interactions among children , ClarkeStewart wrote in her book Daycare.
Children also need space. There should be
at least 25 square feet per child with separate
activity areas and a wide variety of easy-toreach materials. Kids need blocks or Legos,
puzzles and books, paints, musical instruments, sand, water, dough and clay, she said .

Connie P-alladino M.A. '78, a career consultant who is a member of California's task
force on self-esteem , says values are
shifting.
With the baby boomers reaching their
40s, the emphasis is less on careers and
more on the family, she said . Because the
baby boomers are part of such a large
generation and industries are downsizing,
the opportunities to get ahead just aren't
there, which helps cause this shift,
Palladino said .
For women in particular, the emphasis
had been on getting ahead, she said, but
"suddenly the focus is on the family. Men
16
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They also need social materials such as games,
cards, checkers, and pick-up sticks as well as
fantasy or make-believe toys such as dolls and
dress-up costumes. And , of course, children
need slides, swings, and tricycles as well as

and questions; positive encouragement and
suggestions; no demands, threats, or punishment. "Although the caregiver is actively involved, she also permits the child freedom , initiative, and exploration; she is not restrictive

High-quality caregivers do not rely on an
abundance ofphysical affection, constant
praise, or strict discipline.
- Daycare author Alison Clarke-Stewart

soft, cuddly cushions, pillows, and sofas.
Other important aspects of the day-care setting for parents to consider are the number and
ages of the other children . Clarke-Stewart
wrote: ''A day-care setting in which the child
is part of a small group of children, both boys
and girls, with an age range of about two years,
offers more positive, cooperative, complex,
sustained interactions with both other children
and the caregiver and has benefits for social
development."
But, according to Clarke-Stewart, the most
important aspect of day care is the teacher or
caregiver.
" The caregiver-child ratio is not as important as the kinds of behavior the caregiver
exhibits," she wrote. Behavior to look for includes active involvement by talking, teaching,
and playing; providing interesting materials;
responding to the child's interest, advances,

and women see the importance of balancing [family and career] ."
The key to supporting children is to build
stronger partnerships among parents,
academia, and industry, she said. " It takes
a real effort from all."
And such a partnership is not a threat to
the growing child-care industry, according
to Arata, who says parents will continue to
choose private schools.
"Parents choose the school they like for
their child-one that is safe and secure, a
happy place for their child. They want to
pay for quality care. I think they want that
choice," she said.

or critical ." High-quality caregivers do not rely
on an abundance of physical affection, constant
praise, or strict discipline.
The caregiver who thinks of herself as a professional and has experience and training in
child development as well as being part of a
training and support network is more likely to
give quality care, Clarke-Stewart said . But, she
pointed out, the best care is different depending on the child.
Slow-to-warm-up children need an unpressu red, supportive atmosphere. Difficult
children need more structure and consistency.
Active children want more latitude and less
physical restrictions, whereas withdrawn children may benefit from a sensitive and nurturing caregiver in a busy, cheerful environment.
Insecure children, Clarke-Stewart wrote, may
have trouble in any kind of day care.-S.FII

But whether parents choose to pay for
private day care or push for more help from
industry and government, they are becoming more vocal, making child care a major
political issue for the 1990s.
"The days of going to school and coming home and having cookies and milk with
Mom are gone," Arata said. "Quality child
care is the wave of the future . Parents are
demanding quality."
■
Susan Frey is a newsletter editor in University Communications at Santa Clara.
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THE

GENERAL PAYS A VISIT
In a talk on the campus last November,
the leader of the Jesuit Order made
clear the challenge that confronts
every Jesuit institution

ather Michael Accolti was the first
Jesuit to come to Northern California. When he arrived in San Francisco at the height of the Gold Rush, he
wrote to his Jesuit Superiors, "Whether it
should be called a villa, a brothel, or
Babylon, I am at a loss to determine." I do
BY PETER-HANS KOLVENBACH , S.J.
not share Father Accolti's quandary regarding California. I am delighted to be here
gi on the campus of Santa Clara University,
~ the state's oldest institution of higher
~ learning and the sole Jesuit school in this
J
country named for a woman! The uniqueness of Santa Clara, however, lies neither
in its location nor in its name, but in that
it rests on the foundations of the Franciscan
Mission established in 1777.
This mission heritage, the matrix from
which both Bellarmine and Santa Clara
have developed, challenges each of your
institutions to maintain that tradition of
service to and defense of neglected and
exploited peoples. Without naively romanticizing the California missions or making
light of their failures, we must acknowledge
that at least one objective of the mission
system itself was the protection of Native
American peoples from neglect, abuse, and
exploitation.
Your two schools have more in common
with Mission Santa Clara de Asis than the
same geographical location . Santa Clara
University and Bellarmine College Prep
share with that original mission a responsibility to the overlooked and neglected
people of this community and the world at
large. A school is not a parish, the classroom is not a sanctuary, and the podium is
not a pulpit. Your responsibilities are not
those of a soup kitchen or a social welfare
agency, but of educational institutions
whose understanding, accuracy, research ,
scholarship, and critical thinking offer
society the guidance of intelligence, compassion, and reason .
My intention today is not to present you
with a set of conclusions or offer you a
foolproof formula for the success of your
educational work, but to extend to Bellarmine and Santa Clara the challenge that
confronts every Jesuit institution: how to
participate more effectively in the struggle
Jesuit Superior Kolvenbach addressing a joint Santa Clara and Bellarmine gathering November 30
between good and evil, between faith and
WINTER 1990
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unbelief, between the yearning for justice
and peace and the growing reality of
injustice and strife. I offer you the encouragement, support, and gratitude of the
Society of Jesus in your struggle to be true
to your mission heritage and your identity

strong and as vibrant today as at any time
in our 450-year history. But I also tell you
quite frankly that contemporary Jesuit
educational efforts on the secondary,
undergraduate, or graduate levels are not
running on a business-as-usual basis.

50-its planning for diversity and its
intensified recruitment of persons of color
and varying ethnic backgrounds for faculty,
staff, and student positions-are good
examples. Such efforts are of the utmost
urgency in California where I am told the

"Having received news of the horrendous assassination of six Jesuit fathers in San
Salvador, I express to your Paternity my sentiments of immense pain and of vivid
sharing in the sorrow of the entire Society of Jesus and of the families of the victims. I beseech the Lord in suffrage for their souls and I pray that their sacrifice
may not be in vain but that it may be the seed of brotherly love and harmony for
the martyred country of El Salvador." -Joannes Paulus PP II

The Pope and the General comment on the Jesuit slayings in El Salvador
With the telegram of the Holy
Father, which he addressed to the
entire Society, I would like to add
a few words of my own. It is very
difficult to express all the horror
at this premeditated crime and
these inhuman tortures. Nothing
justifies this barbarity: neither the
military situation nor the security
of the district around the Central
American University Jose Simeon
Canas (UCA), neither the wellknown orientation of this Catholic
university nor the activities or
writings of the Jesuits who only
wished to give the best of themselves for the good of the Church
and of the people of San Salvador.
What has happened is all the more
unjustifiable in that these cruel
murders have struck down persons - non-Jesuits as well as
Jesuits-who are perfect strangers
to the political conflict that for
many years has been the source of
suffering for the population of San
Salvador.
Especially during these past
months, our curia has received
ever more precise information that

testifies to an escalation of violent
threats against members of the
hierarchy and the Jesuits, especially the rector of the UCA. Not only
have there been vexatious measures against Jesuit and non-Jesuit
personnel who devoted themselves
to numerous refugees, not only
have there been bombs placed near
the university residence, but there
has been a violent press campaign
demanding the expulsion of certain
Jesuits. Extremist groups, some of
which pride themselves on being
called "death squads," refuse all
attempts to allow a just and durable
peace to succeed in Salvador and
the whole of Central America.
Having had the opportunity a
year ago to meet personally some
of these victims, especially as I
visited with them the places where
earlier Archbishop Romero and
Father Rutilio Grande had preceded them in death, I am well
aware that they knew the Lord
would also ask the sacrifice of
their lives as a share in his passion,
and I know that as companions of
Jesus they had already made this

as institutions of learning within the Jesuit
tradition.
I speak as an alumnus of a Jesuit school,
as a fellow academician, and as the leader
of a worldwide educational effort that spans
65 countries, includes more than 2 ,000
institutions of a bewildering variety of types
and levels, and involves some 110,000 Jesuit
and non-Jesuit workers and close to 2
million students of every age. I assure you
the Jesuit commitment to education is as
18
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offering when incarnating all their
activity in the "suscipe" of love in
the Spiritual Exercises.
Even though the great majority
of the assassinated Jesuits were
Spaniards, none of them ever
thought of leaving the people and
the country they loved so much
and where, in the tradition of missionaries of the Society, they
wished to share until death the sufferings of the people of Salvador.
Unfortunately, their sacrifice binds
them to the fate of hundreds of
women and men , victims of combat and of reprisals, subjected to
an infernal circle of violence and
death .
May the echo of worldwide
public opinion given to the cruelties committed in the residence of
the UCA serve to bring peace to
this often neglected region of the
world and to a hard-working and
courageous people who deserve
that justice be done to their legitimate aspirations , in regard to
human rights. The numerous moving testimonies, which are coming
to our curia during these days, are

As my predecessor Father Arrupe
insisted: "Our prime educational objective
must be to form men and women for
others . . . men and women completely
convinced that love of God which does not
issue in justice for humankind is a farce ."
Both of your institutions are taking steps to
enrich and diversify your respective communities : Bellarmine's summer program
for promising minority students in the
primary grades and Santa Clara's Project

for the entire Society, but especially for the Jesuits of Central America , a comfort and an encouragement to persevere in the footsteps
of our assassinated brothers.
According to recommendations
of the Provincial , I hope to go to
Salvador during Christmastime to
meet with the Jesuits of the Province and to commemorate with
them before the Lord the assassination of our brothers . Monday
evening in the Church of the Gasu
in Rome they will be particularly
present among us, when with faith
in our Risen Lord , we celebrate
the Eucharist praying that our
brothers who have died may be
fully freed from death, praying for
consolation for their families and
all who have known them, and according to the spirit of Christ in a
sign of pardon, praying also for
those who really didn't know
them. I am sure the entire Society
of Jesus will join in these prayers.
Peter-Hans Kolvenbach , S.J.
Superior General
Rome, November 18, 1989

various minority populations will soon constitute the majority.
But in your efforts to make Jesuit education more accessible to the poor and the
marginalized, do not neglect the middle
class who are the majority within your
schools. Your efforts to open their minds
and hearts to the world of the poor plant
seeds of justice that will surely flouri sh.
You are well aware of the risk that education-especially in private schools-can
WINTER 1990

serve only to fuel the upwardly mobile
careerism of those who are already socially
and financially advantaged, unless educational institutions themselves have their
consciousness raised, critiqued, and renewed. This means that as a community of
scholars and teachers, in your work of
teaching, research, writing, counseling, and
administration, you are responsible for the
educational program you offer your
students. You have the opportunity to touch
the minds and hearts of those with whom
you work. Therefore, you bear a responsibility, both to your students and to the
world beyond your campuses, to make sure
your curriculum does not become a
means- however unconsciously- of
safeguarding the cultural and social prerogatives of middle- and upper-class families.
For this reason, the 32nd Jesuit General
Congregation urged that, in our schools,
greater emphasis should be placed on the
conscientization according to the Gospel of
those who have the power to bring about
social change, and a special place given to
the service of the poor and oppressed. We
must help prepare both young people and
adults to live and labor, for others and with
others, to build a more just world.

The 32nd General Congregation
specified two components as constitutive of
a Jesuit education today:
• A privileged place for the poor and the
marginalized in the consciousness of
academic institutions
• A critical awareness of the massive
inequities in our world that motivates
faculty and students alike to informed and
effective action for justice

Those schooled by a long
history of suffering,
privation, and ideological
manipulation have much
to teach us about justice
and injustice.

Fathers James Torrens, S.J., and Paul Locatelli, S.J., share a light moment with the general

respected members of Congress and brilliant chief executive officers, but also by
asking the further question of how they use
their positions of influence and responsibility for those whose lives are marked by
quiet desperation. A little less than 30 years
ago, President John F. Kennedy challenged
U.S. citizens to land someone on the moon
before the end of the decade and to eradicate hunger "within our lifetime." We
achieved that first scientific and technological goal, but the second more compassionate and humanitarian objective
continues to elude our grasp.
At least 500 million people in the world
today suffer from the ravages of hunger, and
20 million of these people live in the United
States. Those who will die of starvation in
the course of my brief remarks to you outnumber all of us sitting in this church.
Landing a person on the moon does not
allow us to say people are hungry because
we lack the resources, technology, or
human ingenuity to feed them. I do not
mean to oversimplify the many complex
socioeconomic, political, and even cultural
factors that make the solution to world
hunger such a difficult problem. I suggest
world hunger stems from a lack of resolve,
not a lack of resources, technology, or
knowledge.
World hunger is one specter that darkens
our world. We edge toward the 21st century
haunted by a host of unanswered questions
and unresolved problems. The world rightfully expects from you insight and direction
to meet the needs and situations it faces. A
by-no-means-exhaustive list of such issues
would surely include:

Behind this challenging mandate to all
Jesuit institutions lies the conviction that
education is never a neutral, value-free
enterprise. All teaching and learningmathematics and politics, literature and
philosophy-communicate values; and
these values can be to promote justice or
to work entirely at cross-purposes with that
overarching objective of contemporary
Jesuit education, the building of a more just
and humane world.

• Responsible and humane genetic
research
• The impact on society of hostile
corporate takeovers and expanding multinational business enterprises
• The search for meaning and values in
a technological society
• Public policies and social attitudes that
threaten human life for the unborn, the
disabled, and the aged
• Discrimination against and exploitation of whole categories of human beings

The Social Involvement Corps at Bellarmine and the Community Action Program
at Santa Clara (SCCAP) provide excellent
opportunities for volunteer service to
disadvantaged members of the local community. Even more to the point is the
University's Eastside Project, which works
through the established curriculum to
develop in students and faculty a disciplined
sensitivity to misery and exploitation.
Those who have been schooled by a long
history of suffering, privation, and
ideological manipulation have much to
teach us about justice and injustice. They
ask us to answer their questions and address
their concerns, and teach us about the
deadly effects of ignorance, prejudice, and
cultural isolation. St. F-aul reminds us that

ections from t
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"God chose those whom the world considers absurd to shame the wise; God
singled out the weak of this world to shame
the strong. God chose the world's lowborn
and despised, those who count for nothing,
to reduce to nothing those who were
something."
We gauge the success of our educational
effort not only by counting the number of
our graduates who have become prestigious
lawyers and outstanding physicians or
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such as migrants, women, and racial or
religious minorities
• Environmental abuses that contami- {!
6
nate the air we breathe, the water we drink,
and the land that feeds us
• Increased expenditures for more
deadly and sophisticated weaponry that
leave governments without adequate funds
to wage war against poverty and illiteracy
• The sad plight of millions of refugees
in search of a permanent home
• The search for meaning , which
ultimately is the search for God

What you say
and do for the
voiceless poor of
this world are as
critical to the
health of your
institutions as the
academic excellence
you strive to achieve.
The complexity and urgency of these
concerns demand the vigorous, critical, and
probing study that are the heart of Jesuit
education at all levels. These questions, and
others like them, are too important to the
world's future not to be integrated into your
staff development programs, your research,
your teaching, and your curriculumespecially your prescribed course of
studies. No school can allow a narrow
concern for its academic future to blind it
to the local and global issues requiring the
serious and disciplinary study that is Jesuit
education's unique contribution to the service of faith and the promotion of justice.
Each of your institutions in its own way
creatively counters the isolation and
insularity of the ivory tower image often
attached to schools. Bellarmine's "days of
awareness" and its inclusion of social
awareness units in required courses indicate
an essential direction that other secondary
schools can follow. Santa Clara University's
Center for Applied Ethics capitalizes on
research and teaching central to the mission
of a Jesuit university: ethical concerns,
theological reflection, social change, and an
international outlook. Special University
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institutes, like those on War and Peace or
on Poverty and the U.S. Economy, effectively marshal and coordinate resources and
commitments from every sector of the
University and engage participants in an
interdisciplinary adventure with a global
focus.
Decisions and directives from afar can
never substitute for on-site imagination and
initiative. But I would like to unleash your
collective imagination and further fire the

energy and initiative that have placed your
two institutions among the best schools in
the nation. What you say and do for the
voiceless poor of this world are as critical
to the health of your institutions as the
academic excellence you strive to achieve.
Your obligation to these persons comes not
from the mandates of Jesuit documents or
a rush to educational relevance, but from
the radically human and divine concern for
the least of your brothers and sisters.
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A Jesuit's Jesuit
BY PAUL LOCATELLI, S.J.

S

tepping through the door of Father
Kolvenbach's office, I was struck by
the contrast between the office and the man,
bare walls-except for a small crucifix-and
a hardwood floor; a desk with three or four
reports and a pencil lying on it; and three
chairs, one desk, and two simple chairs
facing each other in front of the desk. Yet,
his warm greeting put me at ease, and the
hour passed quickly.
I arrived at DaVinci Airport in Rome for
the 1987 Procurators' Congregation and was
met by Father Dieter Scholz, secretary for
Refugee Services. We were at the Curia in
time for lunch. Dieter and I sat with two
other Jesuits and exchanged greetings. My
ignorance of the Society was immediately
apparent when, after Father Juan Ochagavia
introduced himself, I asked him where he
was from and what he did in the Society.
With a little smile, he politely said he lived
in the Curia and was one of the six assistants
elected with Father General in 1983. So, I
had just received my first lesson about the
Jesuit Curia.
On the door to my room, a message from
Father John Gunter Gerhartz, secretary of the
Society, said my appointment to discuss the
California Province Report with Father
General was that afternoon. My first dilemma: take a siesta like many others in Rome,
review the report before my meeting with
Father General , or take a walk down Via
Giulia. After the long flight from Los
Angeles, a short siesta or reviewing the
report would have been more prudent, but
Via Giulia won.
Precisely at 4 p.m., the secretary motioned
for me to enter Father General's office for
my first meeting ever with him. Father
Kolvenbach came to the front of the desk and

He is brilliant, yet he has a simplicity and humility that places him alongside Father Arrupe

Education, as you well know, empowers
people. It liberates the human mind and
spirit from false mythologies that distort
our perception of reality. Education plays
a major role in redeeming people from
faulty assumptions and warped values, from
cultural solipsism and historical amnesia.
High schools and universities contribute
significantly to the enrichment of culture
and the full development of human beings,
both within and outside their gates. The
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warmly greeted and welcomed me. Although
we quickly moved to the business at hand ,
he made me feel at home. His first question
was whether I would like to change or add
to the report. Then with a little smile he said,
"I have a little sheet, a cheat sheet prepared
for me, to ask you some questions." After a
few questions, none of which was startling,
he laid the report on the desk and said, "Now
I have some of my own questions." Without
looking at the report, he asked a series of
penetrating questions, always prefaced by,
"On page so and so, you say ..." quoting
accurately what I had written. I thought to
myself, I am in the presence of a dangerous
man-he remembers all I have written, and
he will remember what I say this afternoon
and in the aula during the meetings.
A Procurators' Congregation serves two
principal purposes: to decide whether to call
a General Congregation and to consult with
Father General on issues important to the
Society. When deciding on what to consult
about, our natural inclination was to seek
Father General's guidance, but he would not
let us. So we chose the topics, and he took
a passive role. (It would be interesting to
know what he would have chosen.) Our
topics were: the role of Jesuits in the global
Church, genuine collaboration with laity, the
vocation of Jesuit brothers, international
cooperation and the universality of the Jesuit
Order, and global efforts in the service of
faith and promotion of justice in the name
of the Gospel .
After listening to our discussions, which
could last more than two hours, Father
General's summaries were extraordinary,
first laying out complex issues in understandable language and then giving his own
honest and shrewd views on the topic. Often
when he spoke, he summarized how his
views built on the work of his predecessor
Father Pedro Arrupe, whom he clearly
respects and admires.

Church's commitment to education expresses its faith in the presence and power
of God at work in this world enabling
human beings to become men and women
for others. As educators in the Jesuit
tradition, we self-consciously collaborate
with God's own efforts in Jesus Christ to
dispel the darkness of despair with the light
of the Good News.
May all of you at Bellarmine and Santa
Clara-trustees, regents, staff, administra-

I thought to myself,
I am in the presence
of a dangerous manhe remembers all
I have written, and
he will remember
what I say.
During my time in Rome, I had a chance
to chat with Father Kolvenbach a number of
times. What I saw during the session in the
aula was confirmed in private conversation.
He is brilliant, yet he has a simplicity and
humility about him that places him alongside
Father Arrupe and among the few great
people I have met.
Today, I believe even more strongly what
I wrote to the Jesuits of the California Province two years ago after returning from
Rome. Father Kolvenbach "is an extraordinary person who, among other things, is
extremely intelligent and knowledgeable,
modest and open, reflective and genuinely
interested in what you have to say. A prodigious worker. He has a quiet sense of
humor. I trust him: trust him with the future
of the Society, and trust that he will make
good decisions."
He is a Jesuit's Jesuit, one who lives the
full meaning of the Latin magis (to be
"more" or "in a higher degree") and the
Ignatian ideal of working as if all depended
on God, and praying as if all depended on
him. His visit was exciting, and the Province
has not been the same since he left.
■

Father Paul Locatelli, S.J. , became Santa
Clara s 27th president in 1988.

tors, students, and faculty-know the
blessings of the God with whom you work.
May God bless you abundantly in your
efforts.
■
The 1-i!ry Reverend Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J.,
was elected superior general of the Society of
Jesus in 1983. He gave this talk November 30
during his first visit to the Santa Clara campus.
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PASSPORT

TO FRIENDSHIP
A Cub Scout troop from Nome,
Alaska, made the ultimate field
trip-a four-day exchange visit with
the Young Pioneers, across the Bering
Strait in Provideniya, Russia
BY CLAIRE MURPHY
he hot dogs and sparklers were
loaded, visas ready, emotions high.
Our group of 30 Cub Scouts was
ready to bring the Fourth of July and a little
bit of Alaska to Siberia.
Scout hats perched on their heads, these
youngsters couldn't wait to get going-to
start trading pins, shopping, and looking
around in a place they'd heard so much
about. While the adults worried, fiddled
with Russian flashcards , and loaded
cameras, the boys called out Russian words
to each other and chased around the airport.
Of course, the 20 adults were nervous.
We were the ones who had grown up with
air raid drills, fallout shelters, and the Cold
War. These boys just wanted to have fun.
But they weren't so protected they didn't
know about nuclear war. Worldly Ben
Rowe, whose father owned Bering Air, the
small air charter company that was flying
us , had already visited Provideniya .
" Maybe if we go over and become friends,
then when we grow up we can have peace
instead of war."
Jim Stimpfle, Nome businessman and
mastermind behind earlier friendship exchanges between Alaska and Siberia, and
Cubmaster Glenn Martin, dreamed up this
four-day exchange between the Scouts and

T
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the Young Pioneers, Provideniya's youth
group. Though several groups of Alaskans
had visited Provideniya and Siberia in the
past year since the glasnost/international
friendship breakthrough, ours were the first
young people to cross the Bering Strait and
visit on the other side of the international
dateline.
Isolated in Nome, 200 miles from the
nearest Cub Scout pack, Martin described
this as the ultimate field trip for his boys.
Provideniya, a small industrial community
at the tip of the Chukchi Peninsula, lies
about 235 miles due west of Nome. Although it is commonly considered part of
Siberia, it is actually in the Chukotka region
of the Soviet Far East. Siberia proper is
1,200 miles farther east in central USSR.
The airport fit every stereotype I'd envisioned. Debarking, we were met by stonefaced border guards. Parked everywhere
were military planes and helicopters with
Soviet sickle and hammer insignias. On the
hillsides nearby, large letters spelled out
"Long live Lenin" and "Glory to the Soviet
Guard."
The dark, cement airport terminal was
bone-chilling cold. But once outside, we
were greeted with flowers and ba·nners,
waves and smiles. On the bus into town,

handshakes and stumbling
introductions began.
Having studied English since
first form (first grade), the
children shyly began trying it out. I struggled along, butchering the Russian language, already frustrated. I had not done
particularly well in French at Santa Clara
and my foreign-language skills had only
gotten rustier since. I returned determined
to speak out for more foreign-language
training in our schools.
The Cub Scouts, however, were doing
fine with sign language. Therese, a Nome
radio announcer who had studied Russian
at Georgetown University, was immersed
in conversation. Some Scouts and their
parents had formed a Russian Club earlier
in the year, and they were making admirable progress with their Russian phrases and
dictionaries. When asked why all the boys
didn't know Russian , I had to explain many
times that American children do not usually
study a foreign language in elementary
school. The listeners were always amazed.
Trading or "change," as they call it,
began in full force. The Cub Scouts' hats
were soon covered with pins, celebrating
such things as Magadan's 50th anniversary,
others bearing Lenin's photo. Magadan proWINTER 1990

vince, where Provideniya is located, is
almost a mirror image of Alaska in geography, population, climate, and cities.
I had to pull myself away from the beautiful children to take in the scenery. By any
stretch of the imagination, Provideniya is
not a pretty place. The tall, cement, weatherbeaten buildings resemble World War II
munitions factories. The streets are rocky
and unpaved. Everything is gray except for
an occasional slogan on a building and the
only newly painted building in town. Because of the salt air, the smog from the
town's coal-burning generator, and the
strong winds that blow summer and winter,
paint lasts only a short time.
In the Sports Hall, amid painted walls
with slogans and paintings of Soviet
dominance in sports, we were introduced
to our hosts and mingled with the people.
Their warmth and generosity from the
beginning dispelled my discomfort and
unsureness. And nothing had prepared me
for their beauty-the children with their
finely boned faces, flawless skin, clear
WINTER 1990

During a boat ride up Emma Bay, some Cub Scouts
tried to teach giggling Soviet girls silly American songs.
eyes. Nina, my gracious hostess, looked
like an aging Grace Kelly. She immediately
took over my care. As we rumbled up the
hillside in a bus with burning brakes, I
wondered how we'd communicate for these
four days since she spoke not a word of
English.
Walking into the damp, dark hallway
leading to Nina's small flat, I expected the
worst. But the interior of her home was as
warm as the people. Miniature clocks,
delicate china, and fine books adorned the
shelves. Oriental rugs hung on the cement
walls for warmth and decor.
The state owns all property and rents the
flats for about 15 rubles a month. (Although
rubles are not part of the international ex-

change, in Provideniya our dollars were
exchanged at $1.30 to the ruble.) The flats
vary in size and luxury depending on the
family's status and jobs.
Provideniya is a town of 5,000, with an
additional 2,000 stationed at Ureliki, the
military base attached to the airport. Provideniya was built as a seaport by prisoners
during World War II . Only trails for track
vehicles lead out of Provideniya to summer
camps and native villages of the Siberian
Yupik Eskimos and Chukotka people.
Three Eskimo women came with their
sons on our expedition. They spent the four
days speaking their common Siberian
Yupik language with ease as they made connections with relatives . During the late
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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1940s, the border between our two countries
was closed. For hundreds of years before,
the Eskimos crossed the Bering Strait often
to hunt and trade, not knowing or understanding what national boundaries meant.
Only since glasnost and the first AlaskanSiberian friendship exchange in June 1988
have they been able to meet with their longlost relatives. Just this past September,
Secretary of State Baker and Soviet Foreign
Minister Shevardnadze signed an agreement
to allow visa-free travel between the
Siberian Yupik people of Alaska and the
Chukota region.
Like some Alaskans, many Provideniyans
came to the Soviet Far
East for the job opportunities and high
salaries. But unlike
Alaskans, they are not
as enamored of the natural setting, and many
talk of retiring to other
parts of Russia .
There is no unemployment in Provideniya . Everyone age 12
and over has a job,
although teens work
only during the summer. Some call it underemployment because, although everyone has work, some
jobs are not challenging. The average pay is
400 to 800 rubles a
year (approximately
$500-1 ,000 U.S.).
The stores were dimly lit and goods simply
displayed. But more
goods were available
than than some of our group had seen in
Moscow on other visits. Apparently with
fewer people in Provideniya , more goods
are available than in the larger cities. Most
startling was to see our purchases calculated
on an abacus. The price of small items
seemed reasonable, but large consumer
goods were either very expensive or impossible to purchase. Computers and VCRs
are nonexistent but much desired.
Television coverage featured news from
all over the world , including the same news
clips of Gorbachev in Paris that we saw in
Nome on our return the following day. One
show featured morning exercise, rock
videos, 1950s cartoons, and even a few
moments of quiet meditation.
Provideniyans don't like to eat out. There
are two state-run restaurants in town, which
are used only for workers' lunches during
the noon hour. As restrictions lift, citizens

may open a business in their free time, after
their regular work hours.
Only greenhouse produce is grown in
Provideniya so the diet is heavy in meat and
breads. Meat-filled pastries topped the list
for many of the Alaskans. The melt-in-yourmouth blintzes were my favorite. Chicken,
beef, canned peas, pickles, hearty wheat
bread, and milk complete the menu. The
boys especially enjoyed the bottled
lemonade. Soda pop is nonexistent, at least
in Provideniya.
My hostess Nina kept apologizing in sign
language for the paucity of the menu and
the accommodations. A children's librar-

to Nome.
Every day more and more exchanges are
taking place between U.S. citizens and
Soviets. But the Alaskan-Siberian exchanges are particularly poignant because
of our geographical proximity, frontier
lifestyles, challenging climates, and common native peoples.
People like Nina, who has never left the
Soviet Union, long to see more of the
world. Unhappy with restrictions, lack of
goods, and rundown buildings and roads,
they entertain themselves with books, films ,
and music. Bright and articulate, they
quizzed me about my favorite Russian

Nothing
prepared
me for their
beauty-the
children
with their
finely boned
faces,
flawless
skin, clear
eyes.
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ian, she makes about 450 rubles a month
($484). Fifty-five years old, she can retire
soon to Rostov, 1,500 miles to the west,
where her son Sergei, 36, and daughter
Lerisa, 21, live. She asks laughingly if there
are any rich Alaskan men for herself and
Lerisa. She has already lost two husbands,
one to lung cancer, the other to heart
disease.
The Young Pioneers, their families, and
hosts like Nina were invited to visit Nome
in September. At first the trip seemed
unlikely because of the difficulty getting
travel visas. Except for special exchanges,
a Soviet citizen must travel in person to
Moscow or Magadan, the capital city, to
obtain a visa. Travel within the country is
less expensive, but special passes are still
needed. In spite of the bureaucratic red
tape, however, approval finally came and
our Soviet hosts completed a five-day trip

authors and films . Fortunately, I passed the
author section, but failed miserably on the
films . Knowledgeable about U.S. and other
foreign films that come to Provideniya once
a month, they are citizens of the world and
expected me to be one, too.
The Young Pioneers, a voluntary school
organization for 10- to 14-year-olds, officially sponsored our trip, but all the
children of Provideniya became our hosts.
Every day scores of children followed us
around as we shopped or toured the town .
The first evening 12-year-old Glebb welcomed us in English saying, " Let this be
a visit of pure friendship where no visible
line divides us, and the indivisible line
dissolves with each visit ."
Dissolve it did. We took a boat ride up
Emma Bay during which some of the Cub
Scouts tried to teach giggling Soviet girls
some silly American songs. Because of the
WI NTER 1990

rain , the relay games were moved to the
gym; the screaming was at fever pitch no
matter who was winning. Except for the
slogans on the walls and the old fixtures,
it could have been any American gym filled
with young bodies straining to run their
fastest, play their hardest. Later, these
children played Duck, Duck Goose, and
musical chairs as if they'd grown up on the
same playground instead of on opposite
sides of the international dateline.
Evenings were full of native dancing,
polkas, and Americans singing "God Bless,
America" and the Soviets responding with
" Moscow Nights." We ate cream puffs and

sian and the touchiness of the subject did
not make it a topic easily discussed .
A highlight of the trip was our visit to
Ureliki School. A diminutive 6-year-old
girl flawlessly recited, "Good morning to
you. Good morning to you. We're so glad
to see you. Good morning to you." Her
thunderous ovation would have been worthy
of a Metropolitan opera star. Crocheted
doilies, books, and toys appeared out of
nowhere. Nothing was too good for the
American visitors.
A good old American game of baseball
followed their presentations. Though the
batting and scoring were new, their skills

drank tea from gleaming samovars, while
in the comer some Scouts entranced some
Soviet children with the mysterious workings of a transformer.
Although membership in the Young
Pioneers is voluntary, more than 90 percent
of children aged 10 to 14 join . The Komsomol is a club for young people 14 to 22.
At 22, a person chooses whether to join the
Communist Party. About 20 percent of Provideniya's population are party members.
We saw no sign or mention of political
prisoners. The adults support Gorbachev
and his reforms but have little hope for
themselves. They do believe they will make
a difference for their children, however.
They see these exchange visits with
Alaskans as a first step.
Religion was not mentioned nor were any
churches visible. Though restrictions seem
to be easing, our lack of facility with Rus-

and enthusiasm were up to this international
world series. As I handed out Alaska pins
and shirts, their eyes glistened with excitement. But it was the hugs and the smiles
that meant the most.
On our last afternoon , the long-awaited
American hot dog roast took place. Climbing high above the town , each child carrying a piece of wood, the Cub Scouts and
Young Pioneers built a fire. Hot dogs and
marshmallows replaced their usual roasted
Russian sausages, and their mouth s
puckered at the sweetness of the marshmallows. But the most fun was watching the
relaxed and happy young people, teasing
and laughing, chasing each other with
sparklers and rundown bicycles, finally
become friends .
All of us will carry the memories of this
trip for a lifetime. We will remember people desperate for contact with the outside
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world , willing to share everything they own
for the gift of friendship. We will remember
children from Nome and Provideniya playing the same games and laughing at the
same jokes. We will remember scores of
people waving goodbye through the barbed
wire fence as we boarded our plane people shouting, " Do svidanie! Do
svidanie!" Not " Goodbye," but " Until we
meet again."
■
(Center) Soviet Young Pioneer Tolya Slugin and
Cub Scout Ario Davis stroll in Provideniya; (Below)
A Young Pioneer shows off a just-received miniature
Alaska state flag pin.

After graduating in 1973 with a degree in history from Santa Clara, Claire Rudolph Murphy
received a teaching credential from the University of California at Berkeley. For the next three
years, she taught English and drama as a Jesuit
Volunteer at a boarding high school for Eskimo
students in St. Mary's, Alaska. lt was there that
she met her husband, Bob.
The Murphys moved to Fairbanks in 1977,
and Claire continued to teach high school
English until the arrival of Conor, now 6. The
Murphys also have a daughter, Megan , 4.
Since that time, Claire has earned an MFA in
creative writing, served as a consultant for the
Alaska State Writing Consortium, and taught
writing at Fairbanks Correctional Center; she
now teaches writing at the University ofAlaska
at Fairbanks. Two years ago, she also began
a part-time career as a free-lancer. In 1990,
Lodestar Books will publish a photo-essay
book about the Provideniya trip by her and
photographer Charles Mason.
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The penguin sculpture is on
a tree-lined drive that leads
to Hazelden's main building.

HO,
MEe
BY ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ

The clinic that
answers that question
is Hazelden, widely
considered to have the
nation's premier drug
and alcohol rehabilitation program. For
Jerry McGrath '56, it
was a house of miracles.
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he day Jerry McGrath checked
into the clinic of last resort, he was
nearly a dead man-liver seriously
damaged , blood system shot, his body a
skeletal 94 pounds, crippled by a dozen
years of ruinous alcoholism . Even so, this
former dean of students at Santa Clara
University refused to loosen his grip on a
shot glass. He drank on the plane, he drank
during a four-hour stopover in Salt Lake
City, he drank all the way to the flyspeck,
Scandinavian-rooted town of Center City,
Minnesota.
And finally, when he entered the
Hazelden Clinic, located on a serene stretch
of road just past Sven's House of Clogs, he
stopped drinking.
Three times previously, dating to 1983,
this self-confessed, "hard-core alcoholic"
had entered treatment programs, each time
dismally sliding back to old habits. When
an attorney friend told him about Hazelden,
he was altogether uninterested. But his
children - he has six - and his brother
pleaded with him to seek clinical help until
finally he relented .
"I thought I'd buy some peace from all
their carping," McGrath says. "I didn't want
to go; I was a candidate for a death that
would be the least embarrassing for my
family. I was despondent and hopeless and
very sick."
Like a host of celebrities and politicians,
athletes, and anonymous folk who trawled
the same numbing path, McGrath-who as
an undergraduate at SCU was student body
president and winner of the Nobili
Medal-was an addict. He'd hit bottom
with a dull thud, and this was his last shot.

On Friday, June 13, 1986, he checked into
Hazelden.
It was there that the sick and recalcitrant
McGrath was turned to the road of recovery. He lived with 22 other men , each
grappling with fundamental issues of shame
and grief and guilt, each in his own way
confronting his addiction in a clinic widely
considered to have the nation's premier
drug and alcohol rehabilitation program.
Hazelden lacks the notoriety of the Betty
Ford Center, the Southern California program founded by the former first lady and
overrun with Hollywood's glitter set. But
Ford's clinic was patterned after Hazelden,
and many of its employees trained at
Hazelden, including its executive director.
For Hazelden officials, the endless comparison with Betty Ford is odious. "An
English paper said that we were modeled
after Betty Ford. Of course, it bothers me,"
says Damian McElrath, director of rehabilitation services. "Betty Ford was not a
model for us . We were the model for it.
WINTER 1990

'"I called my family
and said this wackedout counselor wants
to keep me here. They
said, "Great: I thought,
as Thoreau said, I
could go home and
live a life of quiet
desperation. But that
was not recovery. I
decided to complete
t h e program."
- Jerry McGrath

There's a 35-year difference between us."
Located an hour's drive from downtown
Minneapolis, in a pastoral community
where the permanent population numbers
458, where hundreds of farming acres are
strewn with deer and birdhouses, Hazelden
is a trifle too remote for the limo crowd.
Still , the clinic has its own celebrated
clientele : Calvin Klein, Natalie Cole,
Melanie Griffith , and Kitty Dukakis have
undergone treatment there. Jason Robards
has stumped for Hazelden , Garrison
Keillor of Lake Wobegon fame has helped
in fund-raising efforts, and Anne Bancroft
touts its self-help books. Hazelden's credo
of confidentiality does not allow it to name
clients ; the celebrities have themselves
spoken of their stays at the clinic.
But to focus only on its movie-marquee
clients is to undermine the legion of other
patients, some 50,000, who have sought
Hazelden's help since the program was
founded four decades ago. Much like
McGrath, many of the clients were coerced
WINTER 1990

to the clinic, some by the hand of the law,
others by the wrath of a spouse or a child.
Alcoholism, after all, is called the equal
opportunity disease.
"We serve all people," says Mary Ellen
Connolly, supervisor of Hazelden's Outreach Services. "It isn't a country club. The
roommates may be a homemaker or a lawyer or a truck driver. But all of a sudden,
when some celebrity comes through ,
people sit up and take notice."
Based on the 12-step recovery plan of
Alcoholics Anonymous, Hazelden prides
itself on being the program of last resort
and, consequently, a rigidly authoritarian
milieu permeates the program . Though
there are no bars on the sliding glass doors
and no locks on the windows, phone calls
are discouraged, television is restricted, and
mailed packages are scrutinized. From 7:30
a.m ., when patients are roused, their days
are regimented into calibrated chunks-15
minutes for morning meditation, half-hour
for lectures, half-hour for cafeteria meals,

half-hour for "therapeutic duty assignments," otherwise known to the outside
world as vacuuming and mopping.
"The chores bring a sense of community," says John Curtiss, himself a Hazelden
patient when he was 23 years old and addicted to alcohol and Valium. He is now
program director of the clinic's halfway
house. "And they get people back to the real
world. All of a sudden, a powerful attorney
has garbage duty."
Patients are free to leave the grounds
whenever they like; but if they do, they are
considered officially checked out. At
Hazelden, rules are as sacrosanct as a day
of sobriety.
A few patients try to sneak in a bottle or
an illicit joint during treatment. One patient
attempted to smuggle in a package containing intravenous needles and heroin, booty
that was intercepted by counselors.
Hazelden's patients are the seriously
hard-core: those who drank a daily quart
of alcohol or snorted piles of cocaine; those
SANTA CLARA MAGA ZINE
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Hazelden is an hour's
drive from Minneapolis,
a trifle too remote for
the limo crowd. Jerry
McGrath is in front of
the residential center.

jailed for drunken driving or stripped of
driving privileges.
"They've lost relationships, jobs, selfrespect," Curtiss says. " Some have been
through other treatment programs. Some
relapse and come back here. Sometimes
they'll go out and try one more time. They
say they weren't able to control it before,
but they feel they should be able to control
social drinking now. But they can't. It's the
obsession of every abnormal drinker to be
able to drink like a normal drinker. I've
never met anyone who has crossed that line
who could go back to social using."
The not-for-profit Hazelden , with its 203
beds, costs $5,200 for a month-long stay.
About 80 percent of the clients, like Jerry
McGrath, are from out-of-state.
The 57-year-old McGrath, a slightly built
man with a quick, quirky humor, was
named dean of men at SCU in 1963 and
became dean of students five years later. He
also worked as associate director of development. He earned a master's degree in
counseling psychology in 1972 and then left
the campus in 1975 to open his own practice. Two of his children are SCU graduates
and a third is currently enrolled.
At Hazelden, McGrath devoted his first
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few months to simply combating the program . He readily admitted to being an
alcoholic, but he refused to accept the notion of recovery, certain he was too sick, too
much the addict to stop drinking.
In a counselor named Marie, a woman
addicted for 25 years to prescription drugs,
McGrath met his match.
" She was very instrumental in the process," McGrath says. "She didn't buy into
any of my seductions, and alcoholics are
very good at seducing. . . . When I would
crack a joke, she would sit there like a
sphinx. Humor was a way that I seduced
people into not confronting me."
After four months, he asked to be discharged, only to be told he hadn't even
begun to surrender to the program. "I
called my family and said this wacked-out
counselor wants to keep me here. They
said, 'Great,' " McGrath says. "I thought,
as Thoreau said, I could go home and live
a life of quiet desperation . But that was not
recovery. I decided to complete the extended care program."
After five months, he again asked Marie
to discharge him. "I said I'm not a 25-yearold kid , I have debts, I have to get on with
things . She said, 'Jerry your argument

makes irrefutable sense, but the point is you
are trying to make sense out of nonsense.
You have not surrendered, you have not
allowed God or a higher power to come into
your life.' The essence is she was right . I
just gave up. I guess I decided I wanted to
live."
For three months, McGrath lived in a
halfway house in St. Paul, working parttime for an insurance company. In November 1987, he became a Hazelden employee,
conducting workshops for professional
counselors and psychologists who work in
the field of chemical dependency. He now
rates his health as excellent, and each day,
according to the A .A. motto, he takes a step
at a time.
" In a lot of ways, Hazelden was the right
place for me at the right time," he says. " It
has an environment where alcoholism can
be treated with dignity and respect. It
opened the door to my thinking that I was
worth something. It truly is a house of
miracles."
■
Elizabeth Fernandez , class of 19'19, is a San
Francisco Examiner staff writer.
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At Hollle in the House
The new chairman of
the House Budget
Committee, Leon
Panetta '60, sometimes seems full of
contradictions. He is
a liberal who believes
in balancing the
checkbook
BY STEVE KOMAROW

W

hen the October 17 earthquake
devastated his congressional
district on California's central
coast, Leon Edward Panetta proved again
that he is the fiscal conscience of Congress.
California's congressional delegation had
embraced a bill pumping $2.85 billion into
the federal government's emergency aid
system for the earthquake relief effort. It
included a proviso keeping those dollars
"off the books" so they wouldn't complicate
WINTER 1990

Congress's deficit-reduction efforts.
The accounting gimmickry was designed
to make passage of the aid plan easier, since
out-of-state lawmakers would not see it as
taking from their shares of the federal pie.
But Panetta, who endorsed that amount
and more, bolted from the delegation's
position and refused to put aside his responsibilities as chairman of the House Budget
Committee.
"The worse thing we can do is to send

a signal to the American people that somehow we can hide this obligation from
them ," he said. "This nation is hurting for
resources. We need to face up to that. If we
in the devastated areas are willing to confront this disaster honestly, then so should
the Congress."
His stand brought praise from his colleagues. "That was a courageous statement," said Rep. Silvio Conte (R-Mass.).
Panetta won the budget fight and the
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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money for his district. He later successfully
fought a stubborn federal bureaucracy to
deliver emergency trailers for quake
victims-all during prickly negotiations
with the Bush administration over deficitreduction legislation.
Panetta sometimes seems full of contradictions. He supports expanded federal
spending on education, health , and poverty
programs. As a member of the Agriculture
Committee, he pushes to increase food
stamps and improve agricultural and
environmental protections. But he also
fights to trim the budget deficit. He's a
liberal who believes in balancing the
checkbook.
Although he's now one of the most influential Democrats in Washington , Panetta
came to Washington as a Republican.
The 51-year-old son of an Italian immigrant , he graduated magna cum laude
from Santa Clara in 1960 and received his
J.D. from Santa Clara Law School in 1963
after serving as editor of the Lnw Review.
30
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In 1966, following a hitch in the Army,
Panetta moved to Washington to join the
staff of Senate Minority Whip Thomas H .
Kuchel (R-Calif.) .
When Richard Nixon went to the White
House in 1969, Panetta moved to the executive branch and soon became director
of the Office of Civil Rights. But he clashed
with administration policies.
He was fired.
He co-authored , Bring Us Together,
based on his experiences in the Nixon administration . Following a brief stint as executive assistant to the mayor of New York,
he returned to California to practice law.
During the next few years, Panetta became involved in Democratic politics in
Santa Clara Valley ; and in 1976, he was
returned to Washington , this time as a
Democratic congressman.
Almost immediately, Panetta became
involved in the workings of the budget.
It's an old saying on Capitol Hill that
power goes to those who are willing to do

the work. The campus-like atmosphere has
nurtured and rewarded the hard-working
Panetta.
He introduced his first budget-reform
measure in 1977 and was chosen for the
House Budget Committee the following
year. In 1984, in a complex intraparty
skirmish, he failed in his first attempt to
become the panel's chairman but gained the
title unopposed in 1989.
Even when he wasn't on the Budget
Committee, Democratic leaders sought out
Panetta for some of the toughest assignments. Former House Speakers Thomas P.
O'Neill (D-Mass.) and Jim Wright (D-Tex.)
enli sted Panetta to help negotiate the
Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction laws of
1975 and 1977.
" I think from the very first day he
appeared in the House hi s colleagues
marked him as an exceptionall y a bl e
member," says the current speaker, Thomas
S. Foley (D-Wash.).
" We've given him job after job that has
WINTER 1990

A lthough he's ,ww one of the rrwst influential Derrwcrats in Washington, Panetta
came w Washington as a Republican.
required wide respect of the membership,
great capacity fo r work, and political judgment and intelligence," Foley said . "He's
one of a group of members-a not-too-large
group of members- who are called upon
perhaps too much ."
If there was a once " too much ," it might
have been when O'Neill chose Panetta to
head a three-member panel on a disputed
1984 Indiana election . Representative
Frank McCloskey, the incumbent Democrat, had narrowly lost to Republican Rick
McIntyre, but Democrats di sputed the
state-certified results.
Panetta's panel reviewed the returns and
decided that McCloskey should retain the
seat-by a scant four-vote margin . House
Republicans, who were outnumbered twoto-one on the panel and defeated in the full
House on a party-line vote, still cite Indiana's 8th District as an example of unfai r
Democratic domination of the House.
" Not even Mr. Panetta's wide respect was
able to bridge the kind of nastiness that
issue generated," said Foley.
Panetta's personal rating with Republicans has remained high , however, despite
the outcome of the Indiana election. Panetta
has shown himself to be a collegial and
realistic lawmaker. In fact, sometimes his
Democratic colleagues privately express
doubt that Panetta plays hard enoug h
against the Republicans as he sets about
drafting the budgets that become the policy
statement for the Democratic-controlled
Congress.
"This is the democratic process folks ,"
Panetta says. "It's difficult to say you can
slam-dunk anything around this place."
Instead of spending time conniving,
Panetta spends it working. He often has
meetings before breakfast, works until
dinner, and then returns to the office until
1:30 a.m.
Panetta isn't the kind of congressman
whose performance is scripted by his staff.
He stays fit by constantly hurrying from one
meeting to another, carrying a thick folder
of budget figures and leaving his aides
scurrying to keep up-when he's not
sidetracked by a waylaying colleague or a
reporter with a question.
Almost every weekend, he flies back to
California to tend to issues in the 16th
WINTER 1990

But sometimes, it's not committee position but common stubbornness that wins
the day. This is how he describes how he
obtained the trailers to help his district's
earthquake victims after the executive
branch first said no.
" The local FEMA [Federal Emergency
Management Agency] officials, when I
screamed at them , said the decision had
been made in Washington. They gave me
the number for the director in Washington .
I put in a call to him , did not get him , and
in the interim called the White House and
talked to the legi slative liai son there ,
because the president had just visited the
area and Mrs. Quayle was going the next
day. I hung up with the White House;
[FEMA director] Grant Peterson called and
said they had reconsidered."
Panetta's philosophy of what government
is all about is clear. He believes it's there
to help, that the support costs money, and
that it's irresponsible to spend money inefficiently and without tax revenue to back
it up.
When it came to the earthquake and the
budget, he said the public had a right to
expect government help, but shouldn' t
expect that assistance to appear by magic
through more borrowing because the nation
will suffer in the long run .
'Tm willing to raise taxes. I'm willing to
cut spending," he says. "We must make the
tough choices."
Sometimes, choosing takes time, and
Panetta never seems impatient or frustrated
even with a budget process that's as arcane
as anything Washington has invented .
He seems to recharge his batteries by
"getting his hands in some dirt" during his
weekends at 15 Panetta Road in Carmel
Valley, thinking while he tends to the sheep,
walnuts, fruit, and other garden crops.
Sometimes, what's on his mind is the family
budget, not the federal budget.
Panetta spent weeks weighing whether it
was more sensible to rebuild or replace an
old tractor on the farm. Finally, he decided
budget considerations were paramount.
"We rehabilitated the old one," he said.
" This is having to make some tough
choices-between whether we spend it on
food or spend it on the tractor." Did he
make the right choice? "I can tell you better
when we run it through the orchard a few
times."
Harvesting walnuts involves shaking
them from the trees, and if you don't watch
out you'll get hit in the head . " Good
practice for Congress," he says.
■

District, to his walnut grove and other farm
chores, and to meet with the head of his
Monterey office-his wife, Sylvia .
When Panetta attended Santa Clara, it
was a men's school. Sylvia Marie Varni was
attending Dominican, an all-women Catholic college. They met at a mixer at Santa
Cla ra while undergraduate s and were
married in 1961, when he was in law school
and she at nursing school at St. Joseph's in
San Francisco.
They have three sons: Christopher, 26,
who is doing graduate work in history;
Carmelo, 25, who is in his third year of
medical school ; and James, 20, who is in
his third year at the University of Califo rnia at Davis.
In Washington, Panetta lives at what colleagues have dubbed the ' 'Animal House,"
a townhouse he shares with three other
Democratic members who also keep their
families in their home districts. When Mrs.
Panetta is in town, the couple usually stays
elsewhere.
" He's good at killing crickets," says Rep.
Charles Schumer (D-N .Y.) when asked
what kind of roommate Panetta is. Schumer
said he, like most people, is impressed with
Panetta's ability fo r work but also his ability
to relax.
"We joke around and have a good time,
like college roommates would," he said.
"In college, we would sit up at night and
discuss what life is all about. Now, we
discuss what government is all about."
Panetta says his Jesuit education is the
basis for his approach to lawmaking.
"I think, j ust as legal training gives you
an advantage in Congress because you have
the ability to look at issues from all sides,
Jesuit training accomplishes very much the
same goal," he says. "Because if Jesuits
teach you anything, it's to ask questions.
And I think that kind of inquisitive approach to issues is very important in the
business of representation ."
Apparently, the voters approve of the
Panetta method . He has carried all four
counties in his congressional district in
recent elections.
Besides tourism, farming is big business
in his district, and Panetta tends to those Steve Komarow is the chief congressional correspondent for Associated Press in Washington.
issues as a senior member of the House
Agriculture Committee.
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'51 Ronald Santucci is vice president and area credit
administrator of King County area administration for
First Interstate Bank of Washington. He and his family live in Magnolia, Wash .

'22 Karl Koch is a retired merchant, living in
Woodland. He writes that his "early years at SC are
the best years of my life."

'52 Ronald Hansen's environmental engineering
consulting business, Hansen Engineering, in Juneau,
Alaska, recently celebrated its fourth anniversary.

'25 George Fosdyke and his wife live in Pomona.
They have one child, three grandchildren, and one
great-grandchild. He opened his own structural and
civil engineering office in Los Angeles in 1930, retiring in 1986. He writes that his favorite hobby is collecting stamps.

'53 John Maloney is retired and lives in San Jose,
where he plays clarinet with the Emperor Norton Jazz
Band at The Drying Shed restaurant.

'35 Jerom e J.

'56

O'Brien is retired and lives in

Sunnyvale.

'36 John Rickard lives in Santa Barbara, where he
retired as a Superior Court judge in 1982.
''SI Henry Richard and his wife, Margery, live at
Pasatiempo, Santa Cruz. They will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary in July.
'38 William Helfrich retired in 1982 after 42 years
with W.P. Fuller (The O'Brien Corp.). His home is
in South San Francisco ... Angelo Pestarino is a
retired attorney, living in Saratoga .
'39 M.J. "Joe" Ruddy Jr. , a baseball pitcher for the
Broncos in 1937-38, is retired and lives in Modesto.
'40 George Von Tobel writes that he and his brothers,
Jake '33 and Edward '35, collectively manage Von
Tobe! Investments in Las Vegas.

'42 William Royer owns Royer Realty Co. in Redwood City.

'54 William Kennedy is on the Salinas Valley
Memorial Hospital board of directors .
John Beaulieu is president of the Oregon
Resource and Technology Development Corp. in
Portland ... Laurence Hearne (MS '62) and his wife,
Patricia, live in King City, where he has an agribusiness
management firm ... San Jose attorney Salvador
Liccardo (JD '61) is president of the Trial Lawyers
for Public Justice .. . Joseph Wallace is retired and
divides his time between Loomis and a cabin on the
Humboldt County coast.

'57 Eugene Azevedo (JD '69) is a Superior Court
judge in Modesto . . . Ron Rader (MBA '65) is an
advertising account executive with McArthur and
Associates in Mountain View. He also supplies big
band music for events such as " Radio Ron , Guest DJ."
'58 Tom Bannan is a realtor associate with Desert
Sands Real Estate in Palm Desert ... Fred Negri is on
the Napa County Board of Superviso rs , District
2 ... Donald Jacobberger is a construction project
manager at San Francisco International Airport, which
he writes is "a lifetime job." He has one grandchild.

'44 Lloyd Milburn, M.D., and his wife sold their
home and left San Francisco in October 1985 aboard
their 40-foot sailboat on a trip through the Panama
Canal, to New York , and then to Venezuela ... Father
Robert Passalacqua is associate pastor of the Church
of the Re surrection in Sunnyvale .. . C. Bruce
Sutherland retired as adminis trator and corporate
secretary of Carpenter Fund Administrative Office Inc.
He lives in San Francisco and is active in consulting
and on charitable boards of directors.

'60 Gary Caldwell lives in Pine Grove and has been
the director of public works for Amador County for
ten years . . . Arnie Finocchio has retired from the
Bank of America after 28 years, 15 of them with the
overseas operations in the West Indies and Asia . His
retirement plans include a 7- to IO-year world circumnavigation on his new 42-foot sailing yacht, which
began November 1989, heading south from Fort
Lauderdale, Fla .. . . Dennis Kehoe has his own law
office in Aptos, specializing in eminent domain land
use and personal injury law . . . Robert Maloney is a
CPA in Larkspur .. . Joseph Sheaff Jr. is vice president and manager of the Claremont branch of Foothill
Independent Bank.

'47 Charles I. Daniels Jr. , president of House of

'63 John Boccabella and his wife, Joyce, live in San

'43 Joseph Lepetich is a consultant at Stanford
University on astrophysics instruments for gamma-ray
and solar physics investigations.

Daniels, a wine, liquor, and beer wholesale distributing
firm covering Northern California, was named a director of Westamerica Bank , which has 37 branches
throughout Northern California. He will be joining
fellow alumnus Arthur Latno '51 , executive vice
president of Pacific Telesis Corp. , who is a long-time
member of the board.

'48 Bob Keenan retired from the Oak Grove School
District in San Jose where he was an elementary school
principal. He is now involved with Mission Santa
Clara, San Jose Repertory Company, San Jose Opera,
and enjoys traveling.
'49 Dave Mariani was inducted into the Marin High
School Athletic Hall of Fame.
'50 James P. Hardy retired last June after 38 years
of teaching and administration in California public
schools. He is now a representative for an industrial
hygiene consulting firm . His home is in Modesto . . .
Harry Wenberg retired after 31 years with Kaiser
Aluminum . He lives in Saratoga and enjoys golfing
and walking.
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Rafael. He is a new business representative for PG&E.
Their son, John , is a sophomore at SCU .. . James J.
Heffernan m is vice president and chief financial officer for Software Publishing Co. of Mountain View,
which ranked No. I among the 100 Best Small Companies in California Business magazine's September
1989 issue ... Dan Robitaille teaches English at
Wilcox High School in Santa Clara. He has five
children, ages 18 to 26.

'64 Mario Baratta (MBA '83) received the H.J.
Brunnier Award at an annual meeting of the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), San Francisco Section . This award for outstanding services was given
to Mario for his efforts to bring minority high school
students to San Jose State University for engineering
career opportunities. He is vice president of A-N West
Inc., a civil/structural engineering consulting firm in
San Jose . . . Dennis Doneux is a teacher at Gage Junior
High School in Huntington Park ... Philip Essner is
vice president of California Energy Co., San Francisco, a geothermal exploration and development company .. .William Gates (JD '71) practices law with the

San Jose law firm of Mesirow, Fink, Rosenblatt &
Dawson ... Peter Manno is vice president-sales at
Avantek in Milpitas. He and his wife, Mary, live in
Danville ... Dr. Luis Hermosillo has a master's degree
in gynecology and is finishing a doctorate in that field .
He is a fellow of the American College of OB-GYN
and a fellow of the American College of Surgeons. He
teaches at the University of Guadalajara, Mexico.
. . .John McGill is the chief of ancillary services for
the State Division of Industrial Accidents, in San Francisco . . . Ken Spadoni lives in Healdsburg, where he
specializes in the sale of vineyards and country residential properties.

'65 Kevin King is a counselor in an employee
assistance program for Boeing in Seattle. He and his
wife, Maggie, and two sons live in Federal Way,
Wash . . . . Anita (Ruffalo) Thede has a real estate
brokerage, Northbrae Properties, and travel agency,
Ocean View Travel, in Berkeley, where she lives with
her husband and three sons.
'66 Kirk Bednar and his wife, JoKay, live in San
Jose where he is in electrical supply sales for Electrical Distributors ... David Mraz (MBA '68) is an account executive with Dean Witter Reynolds in
Modesto. His wife, Gloria (Divanian '67) is a CPA
at Kemper Group . . . Dede (Moon) Ranahan has a
corporate art consulting business in Pleasanton, The
Bon A' Tirer. . . Mary Jean (SeLegue) Rivera is in
her third year as principal of St. John the Apostle
School in Oregon City, Ore. She also is a liaison for
chapter programs from the Archdiocese of Portland
to the State of Oregon. She received a master's in administration and curriculum from Gonzaga and is
enrolled at Lewis and Clark College ... Evor Vattuone
is an engineering manager with ESL in Sunnyvale. His
wife, Peri (Maciel '67) is a paralegal with attorney
John George in San Jose ... Bill Wield is a partner in
the Thomas Group Inc., a company dedicated to reducing total cycle ti me of high-tech corporations' design
and development. He and his wife, Anne (Bullinger) ,
live in Los Altos.
'67 Alan Berger is a partner in the San Jose law firm
of Berger and Hopkins .. .Gary Shara (JD '70) is in
private law practice in San Jose. He is also a member
of the bar in the State of Washington ... Anita Whelan
lives in San Jose and is a real estate sales representative for Cornish and Carey.
'68 Michael Antonini is a dentist in San Francisco,
where he lives with his wife , Linda , and three
children ... Edward Prati is a vintner in Santa Rosa .
The winery is Martini & Prati Wines Inc . .. Lt. Col.
Joseph Romito (M BA '73) is comptroller for the
Army 's Recruiting Command, stationed near Chicago
.. .Colleen (Burns) Sharp is managing editor of Idea
Today magazine, a trade journal for fitness professionals. Her home is in Poway.
'69 Pamela (Maida) Fisher teaches first grade at
Aspen Elementary School in Aspen, Colo .. .Timothy
and Nancy (Randall) McAnany own a painting contracting business in Playa del Rey, Randall McAnany
Co. Their daughter, Katie, is a freshman at SCU.
Patricia Pegg has lived in Boston for 11 years and is
the director of selling services, equipment leasing, for
AT&r Credit Corp... . Father Dennis Smolarski,
S.J., had a book published by Research and Education Association, The Essentials ofFORTRAN, and is
part of REA's Essentials review book series. An
associate professor in SCU's Mathematics Department,
he is currently on a year's sabbatical at the University of lllinois. His book, How Not to Say Mass, has
been published in Spanish in Barcelona, Spain
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... Susan McCarthy Wichmann lives in San Francisco with her husband and two children. She is a
stockbroker.

'70

Mario Alioto is a partner in the San Francisco
law firm of Trump, Oliveira & Alioto .. .William

University in Springfield, where he lives with his wife,
Janet, and daughters , Eriko and Emiko. He recently
visited the Soviet Union as a citizen ambassador on
a scientific delegation.

'71

Kathleen (Truxaw) wng is a manager with

is an engineer with Emcon Associates .. .Gerald
Hooker and his wife, Barbara, make their home in
Arlington, Texas, where he is president ofBrookhollow
National Bank .. . Mary Jeanne Oliva was presented
with a plaque for six years of "outstanding service"
at an annual meeting of the Santa Clara Arts and

THE WAY WE WERE 1959

The Bronco basketball team arrives in Honolulu for a holiday Armed Forces
tournament in 1959, after a flight aboard a Pan American World Airways
Flying Clipper. Shown are (front row) Jerry Bacich, Father Austin Fagothey,

Carlton and his wife, Gail, own Carlton Travel Consultants in Chugiak, Alaska .. .Curt Coleman (JD '73)
is an attorney for the South Coast Air Quality Management District in El Monte. He and his wife, Ann, live
in Los Angeles .. .Timothy Collins is a consultantprincipal at T.C. Collins and Associates. He and his
wife, Sheila, live in Balboa .. . Pattie (Brown) Dullea
is a mentor teacher in the San Mateo City School
District, specializing in staff development and core curriculum writing ... Robert Lewis is general manager
of Cellular One in Seattle, where he lives with his wife,
Terri , and two children . His son, Bob Jr., is a sophomore at SCU ... James Radulovich owns Knightsen
Construction Co. , a general building firm in Knightsen. His home is in Antioch ... Anthony Toste is a
professor of chemistry, at Southwest Missouri State
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S.J., Barry Cristina, Jim Russi, George Gardiner, Ron McGee, Head Coach
Bob Feerick, Gary Keister, and Assistant Coach Dick Garibaldi; (back
row) David Ramm, Pete Lillevand, Frank Sobrero, and Joe Sheaff.

Courseware/Andersen Consulting in San Diego .. .
John T. O'Brien is the national and international accounts manager for Herbert Laboratories in Santa Ana.
He and his wife, Wanda, live in Lake Forest ... Frank
Palermo is an independent agency manager for Allstate
Insurance in Citrus Heights. He and his wife, Debra ,
son, Ben, and daughter, Shawna, live in Roseville
. . . Rusty Weekes is a sales manager for Viacom in
San Francisco.

'72

Steve Chipp is business manager at St. Augustine
High School in San Diego where he lives with his wife,
Karen, and two daughters .. .Torri Cousins is an account executive for the California Association of Insu rance Brokers in San Francisco . .. Richard and
Mary (Thomas '73) Haughey live in San Jose. He

Historical Consortium, which she helped found and
incorporate ... Robert and Dorothy (Bianchini '74)
Suarez and their two daughters live in San Jose. Rob
earned a master's degree in counseling psychology
from SCU and works in the guidance unit of Santa
Clara County's Juvenile Hall. Dorothy teaches third
grade at St. Justin's.

'73

William Bosque Jr. practices law in San Francisco .. . Donald Chesterman does educational administration work for the Department of Corrections
at Soledad .. .Thomas and Christine (Rugaard)
Heaton live in Davis, where he is a plant geneticist
for Pioneer Hi-Bred International . .. Mary
(Camarena) Hittle is in software engineering at GrE
Government Systems in Mountain View ... Mike
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Begging for a Cause
Ed Thrift '66 talks about a deal he made with God.
eal estate developer Edgar r
M. Thrift, Jr. '66, MBA '68, ~
has been known to get down on his ~
hands and knees and beg lenders 6
for money.
"Two things I begged for were
money and I begged for tenants,"
Thrift said. " 'Us' Catholic boys
have knee pads."
Now Thrift is promoting a project close to his heart- a youth
center for troubled teen-agers in
downtown San Jose.
"I'm not only begging," Thrift
said. ''I'm twisting, praying, whining, and ankle biting."
"Begging is an appropriate
role," Thrift added . "It's not who
I am."
Thrift has been a number of
things : commercial real estate
broker, manager, counselor, ditchdigger, college flunk-out.
After flunking out of SCU and
San Jose City College- "I partied
a lot" - Thrift dug ditches for
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. for two
years and eventually got his
degree. He began selling houses
while working on his MBA from
Santa Clara at night.
When he graduated , he landed
a job selling commercial real
estate.
Thrift: "I'm twisting, praying, whining, and ankle biting."
" I made next to nothing," Thrift
"He started at 13," Thrift said .
said . " I had no mentor. I was square feet of property in Silicon
thrown to the wolves. I learned a Valley and was rated the No. 1 "I didn't know it. I was in denial.
commercial development com- I knew he was drinking beer and
lot."
While attempting to sell prop- pany in Santa Clara County and in smoking a little pot, but I didn't see
erty to Lincoln Property Co., he Fremont by the San Jose Business it. I thought it was just adolescent
was hired to do marketing re- Journal. He is now the chief ex- behavior. I did it myself as a kid ."
Eventually his son became desearch . Eight months later, during ecutive officer of the commerciala recession, Lincoln laid him off. industrial division for an interim pressed and dangerous - "driving
"I had no money. My wife and term.
and running into things," Thrift
"He's one of the more focused said. He also was selling drugs and
I had just bought our first house
and adopted our second child. My people I've ever seen ," said Luis stealing to support his habit.
" He was constantly out of it,
wife , who is a nurse, was not Belmonte '62, a real estate developer and Thrift's partner at Lin- blurry-eyed," Thrift said. "He was
working."
Within three weeks , Thrift coln for 15 years. " Once he sets off the football team and his grades
found an equally well-paying job out to do something, there's very went to hell ; he was gaining
weight, sleeping, eating sweets. He
with Congdon Construction. After little that can get in his way."
Thrift credits his education at used a lot of Visine , a lot of
working with Congdon for six
months, he created the Congdon , Santa Clara with giving him an mouthwash , a lot of after-shave
lotion to kill the smell."
Cottle & Thrift Investment Co. edge.
" Without the MBA, I would
On December 3, 1985, two offThree years later, Thrift dissolved
the investment company and have been in tough shape;' he said. duty policemen hired by the
merged with Lincoln, forming " I could relate to accountants and Thrifts pulled their son, then 17,
Lincoln Property Company 's in- lawyers when no one else could." out of bed , drove him to Phoenix
But while Thrift was success- where he was put in a 21-day surdustrial division in 1973. Until
1989, Thrift managed the com- fully running his company, his vival program and lost 30 pounds.
mercial-industrial division of the teen-age son began using drugs He then went into a 30-month
recovery program in Southern
company, which owns 3.1 million and alcohol.

R
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California. He has graduated from
that program and is now a college
sophomore. Thrift has a vivid
memory of that December 3.
"It was raining," he said . "That
day I had a spiritual experience. I'd
been in the Catholic Church all my
life but basically I was scared of
God. If you had impure thoughts,
you would go to hell. I wasn't
spiritual. I didn't know what that
meant.
"I was in Capitola running on a
beach, crying and screaming. I
was a basket case. I have never
been like this before or since. I
made a deal with God . I said ,
'Take me, not my son.' Suddenly
I was calm like I never had been
before-I knew things would work
out, that they'd be all right. I knew
I had to do something.' '
In 1988, Thrift fulfilled th at
commitment. He left his position
at Lincoln to work on a counseling
certificate from the University of
California at Santa Cruz and to
volunteer at juvenile hall in San
Jose.
Barry Del Buono, director of the
non-profit agency Emergency
Housing Consortium, said Thrift
also has used his expertise to help
the homeless.
Thrift is "very much an artist at
what he does," Del Buono said.
"He's a calculated risk-taker. He's
very, very careful about how he
sets up a campaign. He'll research
you to death."
Before launching the youth
center project, Thrift did hi s
homework, visiting youth centers
all over the country. If approved by
the city of San Jose, the center will
provide medical aid , food , clothing, job training, housing and legal
help, and counseling for teenagers.
"These kids need love and caring ," Thrift said . "They need
parenting."
Thrift credits the Jesuits at
Bellarmine College Preparatory
and Santa Clara with teaching him
to care about people and treat
everyone as an equal.
"I can dig ditches or go to a
black-and-white ball ," Thrift said.
" There's no difference."

-Susan Frey

■
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Mitchell is the defensive coordinator for the St. Francis
High School football team in Mountain View .. . Lex
Runciman's collection of poems, The Admirations,
won the Oregon Book Award for poetry. He and his
wife, Debbie '72, ow n and operate Arrowood Books
Inc. in Corvallis, Ore. , which publishes literary titles
with a Northwest emphasis ... Ron Zipse (MA '81)
is a counselor at Eastside Catholic High School in
Bellevue, Wash .

'74

Tom Auffenberg is a legal financial consultant
with Universal Financial in St. Louis , Mo . . . Helen
(Hausman) Butler is a business management consultant in Wilmington, Del. Her firm is Butler and
Associates- The Business Managers .. .Tina Caratan
is a CPA in San Francisco . . .Cathleen (Armstrong)
Cobb is a CPA with Katoury Armstrong in Reno,
Nev . . . Phillip Duhe (MBA '76) is a vice president
at California National Bank in San Francisco .. . Dante
Giannini is a tax partner with Price Waterhouse in San
Jose, focusing on emerging growth and middle market
companies, including technology-based companies,
non-high tech and real estate ... Pamela (Greenbach)
Hartness is national director of sales for Benchmark
Hospitality Group and The Resort at Squaw Creek,
Squaw Valley USA , in San Francisco .. . Brian
Heryford is a senior partner in the Cook/Heryford
Insurance Agency in Clovis ... Mark Infusino earned
a doctorate in English at UCLA and is a medical
history researcher and project coordinator in the
Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology at the
UCLA School of Medicine .. .Tom Kelly is vice
president-finance and administration at Logic Systems
Inc. in San Jose . . . Jeff Moore is a software engineer
with Kinetics in Walnut Creek. He and his wife,
Dorothy, live in Lafayette .. . James Murphy is a
teacher and chairperson of the English Department at
El Camino High School in San Francisco . . . Michael
Nott is vice president , sales at Great Pacific Management Co. Ltd. in Vancouver, B.C .. . Jim Obermeyer
(MBA '76) lives in Los Gatos and is a broker in commercial real estate with Wayne Mascia
Associates ... Edward Perry (MBA '76) is a recording engineer and producer with his own company,
Edward Perry Enterprises, in Big Bear City .. . John
Wallace is a partner in the San Francisco law firm of
Jackson , Wallace & Hayden .

'75

Robert Coli is assistant vice president and
associate counsel at San Diego Trust & Savings
Bank ... Paula (Parkinson) Jaeckle is the Northern
California workers' compensation claims manager for
Insurance Company of the West in Walnut Creek ...
Kathleen Paveglio, M.D., is a cardiologist in Vista
. . . Maizie Rice-Johnson is a sales and service instructor for United Airlines at the San Francisco International Airport ... Richard Rodriguez is a
counselor and psychotherapist in Palo Alto . . . Mike
and Kathie (Cusack) Sheehy and their daughter and
son live in San Jose. Mike is a project manager at Ruth
& Going. Kathie works part time as an account representative for a computer supplies firm ... Salvatore
Sunseri (JD ' 78) is a partner in the law firm of
Stenberg, McKenney & Sunseri. He and his wife, Julie,
live in San Jose ... Mary (Cooke) Sutter teaches
chem istry at Bloomington High School in Bloomington, Ill.

'76

Mary Cochran is a pediatrician in Tucson,
Ariz .. . .Charlotte (Carreira) Faygenholtz is the chief
executive officer and business manager of Heaven-OnEarth Unlimited Health Farm in Santa Cruz and the
owner/director of the Redwood Chiropractic Center
in Scotts Valley . . . Kelly (Conlon) and Bruce Frazer
(MBA '76) and their two sons live in San Jose . . . Ron
Lamb is president of Diecraft Corp. in City of Com-
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merce. He and his wife, Judy (Zilch), and their three
children live in Long Beach ... Kevin Matheny is
director of development at Christian Brothers High
School in Sacramento ... Robert Mees is a partner in
the Sacramento law firm of Mees & Lester . . . Michael
Riordan is a credit administrator for Watkins-Johnson
in Palo Alto . . .Tom and Diane (Bonnie) Walsh '75,
live in Scotts Valley where Diane teaches at Rainbow
Montessori School . Tom is a loan officer at Directors
Mortgage in San Jose .. .Torry Weekes is national promotions manager for Adidas USA in San Jose. He and
his wife, Lisa (Regalia '77), live in Foster City.

'77

J ohn Cardoza is a deputy district attorney in Ventura County .. . Rod Divelbiss is an attorney with
Charles Ferguson & Co. Inc. in San Francisco .
Major James Eichenberg completed his MBA at
Golden Gate University and is chief of patient administration at the U.S. Army 's 5th General Hospital
in Bad Cannstatt (Stuttgart) , West Germany. Jim and
his wife, Patti (McDonald ' 75), sold their home in
Fremont and expect to live in Europe through
1992 . .. Matthew Filice is a civil engineer with Bissell
& Karn in Fairfield ... Joseph Hill is a branch manager
for Rollins Leasing Corp. in San Jose . . . James Obot
lives in Fremont with his wife and two children. He
is director of U.S. distribution for Apple Computer
... Sharon (Root) Popplewell is a purchasing manager
for Quante! International . . .John Schuck (JD '80) is
a partner in the Palo Alto law firm of Marer, Marer
and Schuck, practicing appellate law. He lives in Palo
Alto with his wife , Julie , and their daughter,
Rachel .. . Lisa (Regalia) ~kes is the office manager
for R&R Interests Inc. in San Francisco .. . John
Wichtendahl is the owner of Jay 's Truck Brokerage
in Salinas where he lives with his wife, Martha ..
Michael Zelensky is a partner in the Ketchikan ,
Alaska , law firm of Whittaker and Zelensky.

'78 Den ise Bass, DDS, is a pediatric dentist in
Oakland . . .Thomas and Kathleen (Reedy) Bonnel
live in Birmingham, Mich. Tom is a financial analyst
for Ford Motor Co ... Kelly Doherty is vice president
of sales for Frye Copy Systems in Los Angeles
... Anne (Armento) Dunn is in marketing and advertising for Lotus Information Network Corp. in San
Mateo . . . Michael Koppe, DDS, practices dentistry
in San Rafael. He and his wife, Pamela, and son ,
Daniel, live in Larkspur. . . Barbara LaFaille (JD '81)
is a tax attorney with Touche Ross & Co. in Oakland ... Michael Laub is an attorney in South Lake
Tahoe . Catherine Mahon is senior vice president,
private banking at Bank of San Francisco ... Janice
(Radich) Murphy is a vice president and treasurer
with Kaiser Permanente. Her husband , Dan '77, is an
actuarial analyst with Industrial Indemnity. They and
their two sons live in Oakland ... Mark Otto (JD '81)
practices law in San Jose .. . Edward Plonka, M.D.,
specializes in internal medicine and geriatrics at Valley
Medical Center in San Jose. He also is a clinical instructor of medicine at Stanford and an adjunct lecturer at SCU.

'79

Mike Bommarito is an optometrist at the Permanente Medical Group in Sunnyvale .. . Stephen
Griffin is an optometrist in the Griffin Optometric
Group in San Clemente .. . Lisa Kieraldo is a financing specialist with PG&E in San Francisco. She and
her husband , Dick Turney, live in Piedmont .
Michael Mueller is a partner in Los Coches Farms
near Mission Soledad, raising row crops. He and his
wife, Annette (Ferrasci '80), and their four children,
live in Salinas .. .Janet Napolitano is a partner in the
Phoenix law firm of Lewis and Roca . In 1989, she was
the youngest-ever voting member at the American Law
Institute, and was honored as Arizona's Democrat of

the Year .. . John O'Neill is a partner in the San Francisco insurance brokerage firm of Sattui & O'Neill ,
which specializes in business insurance for wineries,
wholesale produce, and sol id waste . .. Brian Quinn
and his wife, Angelika, live in Castro Valley. He is
a physical therapist and athletic trainer at Tri Valley
Rehabilitation in Walnut Creek .. . Mark Stevens is
a partner in the Palo Alto law firm of Fenwick, Davis
& West, specializing in corporate law for hightechnology companies ... Paul Totah edited and had
published The San Francisco Fair: Treasure Island
/939 -1940, a book of oral interviews and colo r
photos ... Steven Webb is a research chemist for Dow
Chemical in Midland , Mich .

'80

J ulie (Nicholson) Blanchard is the director of
human resources for Plessey Semiconductors in Scotts
Valley . . . Jean Louis Casabonne is a marketing executive at Packard Press in Philadelphia , where he
lives . .. Ron Caton is a vice president and senior lending officer with Wells Fargo Bank in Santa
Rosa . . .Gary Chapman, DDS, is an orthodontist in
Portland, Ore ... Darrel Gardner earned a law degree
at U.C. Hastings in 1983 and practices with the Los
Angeles law firm of Morgan , Lewis & Bockius
.. Thomas Manning is a deputy district attorney in
San Diego ... Anna (Basile) McCann is corporate
controller at Zitel Corp. in Milpitas. She, her husband,
Steven, and two children live in Santa Clara .. . Julie
Nunes freelances as a builder of television studios for
industrial and sports facilities. She recently finished
the largest privately owned studio for Tandem Computers. Her home is in San Jose .. .Cynthia Rodriguez
teaches kindergarten at Hubbard Elementary School
in San Jose ... Duffy Segale (MBAA '82) is in international commodity trading with Klein Brothers International in San Francisco ... Bret Sisney is comptroller at Devcon Construction Inc. in Milpitas ...
Therese (Stanley) Tatol is a registered nurse in
pediatric intensive ca re at Children's Hospital in San
Francisco .. .Juan Villgomez, M.D., is a family physician in Santa Monica and on the clinical faculty at the
UCLA Department of Family Practice.

'81 Craig Beckma n is a park ranger for the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District in
Mountain View .. .Gerhard Behrens teaches at Rolling Hills Middle School in Los Gatos. His wife, Mary
(Mallon) , is a business systems analyst at Kellar Consulting Services in Campbell .. . Jack Colford is a
physician at the Stanford University School of Medicine ... John Haitz is a CPA in San Jose ... Katherine
Hatch is a legislative analyst in Governor George
Deukmejian's office. She analyzes legislation regarding land use planning, transportation , and court
reform ... Nancy (Gow) Levandowski is director of
food service at UCirvine ... Darryl Lung, DMD, is
a prosthodontist in Boston .. . Jeffrey Moscaret lives
in Monrovia and is a personal and business financial
planner for IDS Financial Services Inc., a subsidiary
of American Express .. . Daniel Sheehan is a professor
of physics at the University of San Diego .. . John
Sobraske lives in Rochester, N .Y. , where he is a senior
product manager for Blue Cross & Blue Shield .
'82 Catherine Albertoni is a member of the technical
staff in microelectronic research and development at
AT&T Bell Laboratories in Reading, Penn. She lives
in Shillington ... Stacie (Solari) Callas is an attorney
with Fenwick, Davis & West in Palo Alto. She and her
husband , Jim '81, live in Cupertino .. .Yvonne Casalnuovo is in her seventh year of teaching in Quincy.
She is also a mentor teacher assisting new teachers in
the district ... Bill Duffy and fellow alumnus Paul
Pelosi (JD '73) are partners in the Santa Clara sports
management firm of Duffy, Pelosi & Associates
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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. . . Paula Frediani is the print media manager for
Mervy n's department store in Hayward ... Mary
Zavadil Gutierrez, MD, is a pediatrician at the
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center. She
and her husband , Greg Gutierrez , M .D. , live in
Denver. .. Anne O'Meara Hanna is an associate in
the law firm of McCutchen , Doyle, Brown & Enersen
in San Jose . . . Kevin Kountz is a television anchor/
reporter for the ABC affi liate in Connecticut ..
Monica Lasgoity (MBAA '87) owns Flash Tags, a
Mountain View company that produces and markets
personalized identification tags for athletes and
children . .. Audrey (Azebu) Leonard and her husband, Dudley, live in Grand Rapids, Mich ., where she
is an area sales manager for the Adolph Coors
Co ... Lawrence Oreglia is a regional sales manager
for Baxter-Pharmaseal Division in Overland Park,
Kansas, where he lives with his wife, Cheryl, and two
daughters .. . Stephanie (Hostetler) Palmer is the
marketing commun ication s manager at Covalent
Systems in Fremont ... Lisa Marie Ross is a senior
reliability engineer at Lockheed in Sunnyvale ...
Gregory Sanguinetti lives in Sunnyvale and is the
northwest district sa les manager for Jaguar Cars
Inc ... Ann Shiomoto is a district manager for Oracle
Corp. in Belmont. .. David Ujita lives in El Toro and
is director of marketing communications for Toshiba
America Wormation Systems Inc .. . Lisa (Giannetto)
Vail, M.D. , is on the staff as associate in medicine
at Duke Medical Center in Durham, N.C.

'83

Lynn Brysacz is a counselor at Saint Mary's College in Notre Dame, Indiana ... Brian Cox and his
wife, Liz , live in San Jose. He is a financial analyst
for Hewlett-Packard . . . Andrea Collins lives in
Sunnyvale and is a senior contract administrator for
the telecommunications and navigation systems group
at Stanford Telecommunications Inc. in Santa Clara
. . .Joseph Hurley is a residential loan officer for the
Bank of America Real Estate Group in San Mateo
. . . Daniel Kearney is director of government and
association sales at Hertz Corp. He and his wife, Jennifer (Garibaldi) , and their son live in Alexandria,
Va . .. . Patrick Lenihan is a sales representative for
System Industries in San Diego .. . Matt Long is an
electrical engineer at International Imaging Systems
in Milpitas . He lives in San Jose .. . Kathleen
Magnani is a science teacher at Center Junior High
School in Sacramento . . . Mark Miller is account
supervisor at McCann-Erickson/San Diego, an advertising and public relations firm ... Thomas J. O'Brien
(MBA '86) is group product manager at Inmac in Santa
Clara . . .Carol Marie Osborne-Reed and her husband , Earl, live in Jerome, Idaho. Carol is a kindergarten teacher at St. Edward's Catholic School in Twin
Falls ... Melanie Roberts is vice president of property
management and development for L.R. Pegram Financial Services Inc. in San Jose ... Sylvia Rodroguez
and her husband , Robert Halupka '82 , live in Fremont . Sylvia is an administrator at Amex Plating Inc.
in Santa Clara ... Marci Teresi, M.D. , practices
medicine at Kaiser Hospital in Santa Clara ... Liam
Thorton is a project manager with Peck/Jones Construction in Los Angeles, currently doing a 33-story
high rise in downtown Los Angeles .. . Peter Coe
Verbica is chief executive officer of The Coe Corp.
in San Jose.

'84

Marie (Hare) Anderson lives in San Jose where
she is director of marketing for T he Sammis Co.
... Racquel (Forteza) Brown is a senior systems
engineer at Lockheed in Sunnyvale . . .Christopher
Bruno sells voice mail equipment for Pac Tel business
systems in San Francisco. His wife, Lynn (Dowling),
runs her own faux marbling and decorative painting
business in San Mateo where they live .. . Shawna
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(Kirkwood) Bryant is in advertising and teleproduction for Total Media Inc. in Fresno . .. Susan BullochWong is a CPA-manager for Deloitte, Haskins & Sells
in San Jose . .. Dennis Carney is a computer programmer at IBM in San Jose ... Lewis Chew is a CPA-audit
manager with Peat Marwick Main & Co. in San Jose,
where classmate Sandra Churchill is a supervising
senior . . . Sue Collins is a certified child life specialist
at Huntington Memorial Hospital in Pasadena . . .
Michael Daley is a commercial banker at Security
Pacific National Bank in San Francisco, where he
lives .. . Kellie (Ellingsen) Dobbert and her husband ,
Jeffery, live in Sacramento, where she is an account
executive with Automatic Data Processing . . .Cheryl
Duckett is a captain in the U.S. Air Force, attending
the Air Force Institute of Technology to earn a master's
degree in logistics management. She is stationed at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio . . . Mark
Flaherty is a salesman at Abel Chevrolet Pontiac
Buick Geo in Rio Vista . . . Denise Gitschel is a State
Farm insurance agent in San Bruno . . . Mark Guzzi
is a software engineer with Encore Computer Corp.
in Marlborough , Mass .. . Patricia Huld is an audit
manager at Price Waterhouse in San Jose . . . Mary
Magnani is an insurance agent with Archbold &
Father Insurance in Menlo Park . . .Christopher Mann
is in commercial sales and leasing with J.R . Parrish
Inc. in Santa Cruz . He lives in Capitola .. . Scott
Marincich works for Schirmer Engineering Corporation in Deerfield , ill ... Mary Mathews is in commercial real estate sales with Cornish & Carey in Santa
Clara . .. Jeff Melrose retired as a coach in the Texas
Ranger farm system fo llowing a four-year playing
career, including time spent on the AAA roster. He
is now a civil engineer at Mackay & Somps Civil
Engineers in Fremont. . .Carlton Nibley, M.D. ,
specializes in internal medicine at Oregon Health
Sciences University .. . Margarita Nogueira-Ramirez
received her elementary teaching credential from St.
Mary's College and teaches second grade in the Antioch Unified School District. . .Tracy Oliver is an
analyst for Hewlett-Packard in Cupertino .. .George
Pasha works for his father in the Pasha Group transportation business in Corte Madera. His wife, FJyse (Hug
'86) , teaches fifth grade at Bacich Elementary School
in Kentfield . .. Kevin Polglase is a financial analyst
in Fresno .. . Lisa Popov-Gorski is a senior project
engineer for the McDonnel-Douglas Corp. in Long
Beach . . . Kathleen Reagan is an accountant at
Lockheed in Sunnyvale ... Joelle Rokovich is a senior
manufacturing cost analyst at Precision Monolithics
Inc. in Santa Clara .. . Anthony "Bert" Salady is a
warehouse supervisor for CLARJS Corp. in Santa
Clara . .. Lori (McPherson) Shaffer and her husband,
Ted , live in San Carlos. She is a horticulturist at the
Filoli Center in Woodside .. .Thomas Siu earned a
master's degree in physical chemistry at the University of Nevada-Reno and was commissioned in the U.S.
Navy. He is a naval flight officer in Pensacola ,
Fla . . .Christy Smith works for Apple Computer in
Fremont as a production specialist. .. Sue Theis is a
buyer for Signetics Corp. in Sunnyvale. She lives in
San Jose.

'85

Steve and Mary Grace (Petersen) Andersen live
in Santa Clara. Steve received his M .D. from University of Southern California last June and is interning
at Kaiser Hospital. He will do his residency at Tulane
in New Orleans in ophthalmology. Mary received a
master 's degree in liberal arts from USC in
June . .. Susan (Roxstrom) Bilger is a design task
manager at GTE Government Systems in Mountain
View. She was awarded a master's degree in engineering from SCU last August . . . Mike Candau is USF
ticket and game operations manager .. .Jason Chang
is in his third year of medicine at the University of

Hawaii ... Kris tina (Comporato) Kennedy is an
actuary with Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co. in
Newport Beach . . . Rene (Smith) Maher is an accountant for Chevron USA in Concord . .. Mark
McCienahan (JD '88) is a captain in the U.S. Army
in the Judge Advocate General Corps. He is practicing law at Fort R iley, Kansas .. .Charles McPhee is
a sales consultant in the Los Angeles office of Coldwell Banker commercial real estate services. He lives
in Redondo Beach ... Charles Miller II (JD '88) works
for Santa Clara Land Title in San Jose .. .Jeanette
(Poag) O'Flaherty is a field representative for Western
Mi cro Technology in Sa ratoga. H er husband ,
Brendan , is an attorney with Ware & Freidenrich in
Palo Alto .. . Leanne Patterson is general manager for
Gunne Sax Ltd . She lives in San Carlos .. . Douglas
Piper is the on-premise market supervisor for the
southern California and southern Nevada sales territory
of the Brown-Forman Beverage Co., which markets
wines and spirits. He is based in Anaheim ... Lisa
Reed is a kindergarten teacher at Ponderosa Elementary School in Sunnyvale ... Karen-Maria Reuter
spent a year in the Jesuit Volunteer Corp in Cleveland,
Ohio, at a shelter fo r battered women. She is now the
social service program supervisor and coordinato r at
Childcare Resource Service, Gain Program in San
Diego .. . Andrew Sale is a CPA and manager in the
audit department of Ernst and Young Inc. in Los
Angeles .. . Michael Vellequette works for C ycles
Peugeot in Santa Barbara .

'86

Richard Albertoni is working on a master's
degree in public administration at the University of
Washington, where he is employed as secreta ry/
treasurer of Graduate and Profes s ional Stude nt
Senate .. . Joseph Allegretti is a student at the USC
Graduate School of Business. His wife, Kelly (Stokes)
is a CPA. They live in Northridge . .. Leslie Bell is an
audit senior with Price Waterhouse in San Jose . .. Sara
Boler is a technical writer at Dahlgren Control Systems
in South San Francisco .. . Ann Marie Borgia is a
teacher for the Saratoga Union School District .
James Burns and his wife, Kelly, live in San Jose
where he is a financial analyst for Hewlett-Packard
.. .Victor Cabrera is a financial analyst at Kaiser Permanente in Oakland ... Maria (Lianides) Celebi and
her husband, Bulent, live in Hong Kong where she is
studying Mandarin at the Hong Kong Chinese Univers ity ... Eugene Chong is an accountant wi th
Nishihama & Kishida CPAs Inc. in H onolulu .. .Joan
Feldhaus is a teacher at Maile Elementary School on
Oahu, Hawaii .. . Gregory Cook is a produ ct
marketing manager for Silicon Graphics in Mountain
View. He and his wife, Janet (Mele '85) live in Redwood City . . . Deirdre Deasy teaches at St. Ignatius
College Preparatory in San Francisco ... Leslie Gaston
is a financial analyst in the real estate division at First
Interstate Bank in Los Angeles . Her home is in
Westwood . .. Debra lob is an audit senior at Price
Waterhouse in San Jose .. . Joseph Ippolito is a fourthyear medical student at Creighton University School
of Medicine in Omaha ... Lisa Jacobs works fo r
Amdahl Corp. in Santa Clara as a staff assistant in the
field sales office .. . Eugene Keltgen is in the Peace
Corps in Zaire, Africa .. . Heidi Knauf is a sales
representative for Ocular Sciences in Redwood City.
She lives in Cupertino . .. Hualulai Lee and Scott Toga
are second-year medical students at the University of
Hawaii . . . Susan Moore is the director of class campaigns in SCU 's Development Office .. . Kenneth
O'Brien (MBA '89) is a market research analyst at
Stanford Resources Inc. in San Jose . .. David Prinster
is a computer systems consultant for Arthur Andersen
& Co. in San Francisco . . .Carri (Mann) Salady is
a technical writer for Everex Systems Inc. in Fremont
. . . Kara (Tefank) Westbrook is a first-grade teacher
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for the Santa Clara Unified School District .. . Karen
Witham earned a master's degree in English literature
at the University of Washington and is teaching eighthgrade English in San Rafael ... Debra (Leonard)
Wood is a desk associate at Ann Taylor in the Biltmore
Fashion Park in Phoenix, Ariz .

'ffl Elisa (Diorio) Barnes is a computer teacher at
Schwick School in Palos Verdes Peninsula. She lives
in San Pedro . .. Eric Barrett was named 1988 New
Associate of the Year in the San Francisco general
office of New York Life Insurance. He lives in San
Mateo ... Kevin Barry is a credit analyst for the Hong
Kong and Shanghai Banking Corp. in San Francisco
... Elizabeth Browne is a revenue agent for the IRS
in San Jose ... Barbara (Grevera) Chapin is an
engineer at Infotec Development Inc. in Santa Clara
. . . Jason Ford is an ensign in the U.S. Navy .. . Ann
Howard teaches French at Carden El Encanto Day
School in Santa Clara .. .John Leupp is an investment
analyst at Columbia Savings in Beverly Hills ... Steven
Toy is a buyer for Dyna-Craft in Santa Clara. His wife,
Maryanne (Pano tin) , is a financial administrator for
C.A .E. Link Corp. in Sunnyvale . . . Kelley Yim is a
third-year medical student at the University of Hawaii.

'88

Janice Benech is the fixed asset accountant for
Integrated Device Technology in Salinas ... Bruce
Cabral is an assistant civil engineer at California Water
Service Co. in San Jose .. .Thomas Egan lives in
Cupertino and is a member of the engineering staff
at Elsin Corp. in Sunnyvale . .. Maryvette FernandezPello is attending UCLA Dental School. .. Laura
Grimsley teaches sixth grade at Buchser Middle
School. She lives in Santa Clara . . . Kendra Lee is a
second-year volunteer in the Jesuit Volunteers Corps
in San Diego, teaching sixth grade ... Kathy Maher
works for Sigmaform Corp. in Santa Clara as a
materials development chemist .. .Colleen Moore
teaches religion and is director of campus ministry at
Cornelia Connolly School, a girls' Catholic school in
Anaheim ... Bart and Kristi (Willhoft) Petterle live
in Elk Grove. Bart is a software analyst at Cable Data
and Kristi is the property management marketing director for Jan Berkley Management . . . Alice Saiku is a
math specialist for Chapter I at Grimmer Elementary
School in the Fremont Unified School District.

'89

Rajesh Champaneri lives in Fremont and is a
product specialist at Northern Telecom .. . Denise
Condry is an account coordinator at Uhlan/Wright
Advertising in Mountain View . . . Julie Morin is the
sales manager at the Beverly Heritage Hotel in
Milpitas .. . Serena Mraz is attending Tufts Medical
School in Boston . . . Eileen Silva lives in San Diego
where she is a writer for Lion Publishing . . . Mike v.m
Dyke is a marketing support coordinator at Ricoh
Corp. in Santa Clara where he lives ... Erich Winkler
lives in Milpitas and works for the public relations firm
of Neale-May & Partners .. . Monica Yarnot is a personnel recruiter for Triple T in Santa Clara.

'90 Lisa (Fleck) Peterson is a claims input technician for the Prudential Insurance Co. in Stockton.

ADVANCED DEGREES
'49 Frank Domenichini (JD), after spending 20 years
practicing law and 20 years as a judge, has retired and
started a new career in arbitration and mediation. His
home is in San Clemente.

'65

David Loomis (MBA) is a financial planner and
first vice president of investments at Bateman, Eichler,
Hill & Richards in Santa Clara .

'66 J.

Thomas Morrow (MBA , Ph .D. '73) was
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named chairman of the Development Committee, R.S.
Dow Neurological Sciences Institute. He is executive
vice president and director of Morley Capital Management in Portland, Ore ... Mark Pisano (MBA) is
executive director of the Southern California Association of Governments, a regional planning agency with
headquarters in Los Angeles.

'67

Ginnie (Arjona) Zanck (MA) and her husband,
Bernie (MA), live in Stockton, where Ginnie is in her
26th year of teaching, currently the fifth grade. Bernie
retired from high school counseling and is selling new
homes in the central valley for Lodi Development.

'68

Charles Gagan, S.J. (MA), is prefect of St.
Ignatius Church in San Francisco.

'70

Jose Valles (MBA) lives in Sunnyvale and is a
management consultant specializing in part-time CFO
services.

'71

Carole Berge (MA, JD '77) is a general counsel
at Ungermann-Bass Inc. in Santa Clara.

'72

Carl Hol (JD) was appointed to a municipal court
judgeship in Redwood City by Governor George
Deukmejian.

'73

Stephen Gaddis (JD) is president of Pacific
Cheese in Hayward .. . Michael Vonnegut (MA) is in
his 20th year with the Alameda County Probation
Department. He is a deputy probation officer in the
Family Crisis Intervention Unit. He also has a marriage, family, and child counseling license and does
private practice counseling.

'75

Sandra (Shontz) Brownfield (MAE) teaches
third grade at Howe Avenue School in Sacramento,
where she lives with her husband , John ... Barbara
Gephart (MA) lives in Redding where she is a
preschool and elementary school administrator and a
marriage, family, and child counselor. She is also a
handwriting analyst . . .George Krestas (MS) is on a
leave of absence from IBM to teach in the Engineering Department at DeAnza College in Cupertino
.. . Mark Solomon (JD) practices law in Las Vegas
with the firm of Lionel , Sawyer & Collins .. . Steven
Vartabedian (JD) lives in Fresno and is an associate
justice of the State Court of Appeal, 5th District.

'76

Audrey Bernfield (MA) works for Auerbach
Associates in Belmont, Mass., as an education consultant .. .C. Kerry Fields (JD) is an attorney in
Anaheim . . . Michael Hosterman (JD) practices law
in San Jose and is an associate of fellow alumni John
Yohanan (JD '76) and Robert Froehlich (JD '78).

'77

James Milner (MBAA) has a salvage, instruction, aquaculture and export business in San Francisco ... Stephen Wernick (MBA) is a consultant in
quality and statistical process control for National
Summit Group in Irvine.

'80

Kathie Hullmann (MBA) lives in Saratoga and
is a marketing consultant to technology companies.

'81

Silvia (Meyer) Albert (MS) is a mechanical
engineer at GVO Inc. in Palo Alto.

'82

Joan Hauck Gallagher (MA, MA '88) is the
head counselor at Piedmont Hills High School in San
Jose ... Julia Mandeville (JD) practices law with
Jorgenson, Cosgrove, Siegel, McClure, and Flegel in
Menlo Park ... Edwin Medlin (JD) is and attorney in
the Redwood City law firm of Ropers, Majeski . . .Julie
Saake (JD) is an associate with the San Diego law firm
of Wingert , Grebing, Anello & Brubaker.

'83

Ronald March (MBAA) lives in San Carlos
where he is a senior buyer for GNW Partners L.P.

'84

Bobbi Hoover (MA) is a licensed marriage, family, and child counselor in Santa Clara . .. Daniel Nickel
(JD) and his wife, Laurie, live in Carrasco, Uruguay.
He is the director of human resources for ARMCO
Latin America Division in Montevideo.

'85

Scott Porter (JD) lives in Montague and is a
deputy district attorney for Siskiyou County. He also
plays folk and bluegrass guitar in local bars ... Brita
(Bayless) Ribarik (JD) works as a staff attorney for
real estate acquisitions and di sposition s at the
Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency.

'86

Steven Adams (MBA) lives in San Jose and is
a project manager in the electronic systems group at
Watkins-Johnson Co .. . Joseph Farina (JD) is an
attorney in the law offices of Guy G. Gibson Jr. in
Folsom ... Bette (Bryan) Loomis (MA) is a reading
specialist for grades 2-8 at the Moreland School
District in San Jose .. . Lawrence Russell (JD) is an
associate in the Alamo law firm of Berding & Weil,
specializing in construction litigation and real estate
law.

'ffl

Martha Decker (JD) lives in Hollister and is the
deputy county counsel for San Benito County ...
Brenda Diesel (MBA) is vice president of marketing
for Lorber Kamai Consulting Group in Sacramento.

'88

Andrew Brown (MBA) is an engineering
manager for a semiconductor firm in Singapore ...
Janice Crosier (MBA) is a clinical nurse coordinator
at Stanford University Hospital ... Rob McMillan
(MBA) is vice president and loan center manager at
First Commercial Bank in Sacramento .. . Stephan
Passalacqua (JD) is a deputy district attorney for
Sonoma County ... Brad Whitworth (MBA) is the
manager, employee communications at Hewl ettPackard in Palo Alto and the chairman of the executive
board of the International Association of Business
Communicators (IABC) for 1989-90 . . . Julia (Conlon) Wright (JD) is a contract administrator for
Westinghouse Marine Division in Sunnyvale.

'78

Gerald Chua (MBAA) is the export manager for
Superior Farming Co. in Bakersfield.

MARRIAGES

'79 Stephanie Allen (JD) lives in Denver where she
is the manager of professional development at Davis,
Graham & Stubbs .. . Georgia Bacil (JD) received the
community service award from SCU Women and Law
in October. Since 1983, she has been administrator of
Senior Adults Legal Assistance .. . Richard Cooper
(JD) practices law in San Jose ... Paul New hagen
(MBA) is vice president-finance of Altera Corp. in
Santa Clara . . .Thomas O'Brien (JD), his wife, Susan
(Langlois, JD '80), and their three sons live in South
Lake Tahoe. Tom is a deputy district attorney for El
Dorado County . . . Hans M. Uthe (JD) is a staff attorney with the Office of Trial Counsel, California
State Bar, in San Francisco.

'50

Thomas McCarthy to Gloria Adair Radford, on
December 30, in Santa Rosa.

'69

Roger Smith (MBA) to Judy Kay, on June 18.
They live in Palo Alto.

'72

Peggy Dwyer to Richard Bradshaw, on December
3, at Church of the Nativity, in Atherton, where they
make their home .. . Susan Giavia to Stephen Gaddis
(JD '73), on April 17, 1988. Their home is in Los Altos.

'74

Robert W. Kirby to Leanne Patellaro, on June
25, at Queen of Apostles Church, in San Jose, where
they make their home.
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'75

Margaret Mulholland (JD) to Richard Myer,
on June 3, in Sunnyvale. They live in Santa
Clara ... Paula Parkinson to Gerald Jaeckle, on April
28, in La Jolla. Their home is in Walnut Creek.

'77

William O 'Connor Jr. to Amy Radtke, at St.
Robert's Church, in Shorewood , Wisc., on July
I. . . Ann Roth to David Papale , in May, in Yakima,
Wash . Their home is in San Francisco .. . Michael
Zelensky to Myra Stanton, on July 3, in Ketchikan ,
Alaska , where they live.

'80

Cecelia Cunningham to Barry Bozetamik, on
February 11, 1989, in Brattleboro, Vermont.

'81

Nancy Gow to Peter Levandowski, on August 3,
in Laguna Beach. Their home is in Irvine ... Mary
Mallon to Gerhard Behrens, on July 2 , at Mission
Santa Clara. They live in Santa Clara.

'82 Dennis Capovilla to Renee Bookie, on August
5, at St. Pius Church , in Redwood City. Their home
is in Cupertino ... Suzanne Farrell to Joseph
Fagundes, on July 22, in Sacramento. They make their
home in Stockton .. . Andrea Hawkins (JD '86), to
Christopher Sloan (JD '84), on May 6, at Patrick's
Point State Park, Trinidad. They live in Eureka .

'83 Susan Eileen Miller to James Anderson, on April
I, in Mission Santa Clara ... Landon Nishimura to
Jean Matayoshi , on August 12 , at the Kahala Hilton
Hotel , in H onolulu. Their home is in San
Jose .. .Thomas J. O'Brien (MBA '86) to Carleen
Ponto, on July 29, at St. Paul 's Church , in Yakima ,
Wash. Their home is in San Jose.

'84

'86

Bette Bryan (MA) to David Loomis (MBA '65),
on June 24, at the Saratoga Federated Church. They
make their home in Saratoga .. .James Burns to Kelly
Ryan, on July 15, at St. Christopher's Church, in San
Jose, where they live .. .Victor Cabrera to Jane Saito,
on August 6, in Mission Santa Clara. Their home is
in Sunnyvale . . . Joseph Piazza to Joanne Kellog, on
Aug. 5, at St. Joan of Arc Church , in Victorville ...
Jeanette ~ to Brendan O'Flaherty '85, on August
12 , in Mission Santa Clara. They make their home in
Cupertino. . . Jane Shattuck to Terry Slingsby, on
May 6, in San Rafael . Their home is in San Francisco
... Deanna Soto to Chris Hessler, on July 29. Their
home is in Sunnyvale ... Kara Tefank to Kirk
Westbrook, on August 19, in Mission Santa Clara.
They live in Santa Clara ... Arnold von Massenhausen to Maria Taddeucci '87, on October 7, in
North Lake Thhoe, Nev. They make their home in
Tujunga.

'87

Marianne Bergstrom to Jeff Braunstein, on
February 4, 1989, in Steilacoom, Wash . Their home
is in San Jose . . . Katherine Donat to Scott Rishwain
(JD '87, MBA '88), on July 28, in Mission Santa Clara.
They make their home in San Jose . .. Barbara
Grevera to Dennis Chapin, on July 22, at Community
Christian Church, in Sunnyvale. They live in Milpitas ... Lawrence Jensen (JD) to Terry Yager, on July
29, at the home of Lawrence's parents in Los Gatos.
They live in San Jose . .. Edgar Jones (MBA) to
Colene Preaseau , on July 8, in Mission Santa Clara.
They make their home in San Mateo ... Barbara
Lawrence to Kenneth Emanuel , on June 24, in
Saratoga . . . James Lewis to Nancy Laird , on
September 4, 1988, at Lake Tuhoe. They repeated their
vows on December JO, 1988, in Sacramento .. . Jean
McDonagh to Steve Schott, on October 7, in Mission
Santa Clara. They live in Santa Clara ... Brian Moody
to Jamie Roberts in Mission Santa Clara, on September
30 .. . Denise Pinheiro to Brian Cesolini (MS) , on
January 14, 1989, in Mission Santa Clara. They make
their home in Santa Clara .. .Tunothy Rhodes to Kelly
Humphrey '89, on April 22, in Mission Santa Clara.
They live in Santa Clara .. . Elvira Valle to Christopher
Braun, on February 11, 1989, in Los Gatos. They live
in Sunnyvale .. .Carter Wicks to Jennifer Robinson
' 89, on July 16, in Mission Santa Clara. Their home
is in Campbell .

Caren Choppelas to Bill Horstmeyer, on
September 2, in Mission Santa Clara. They make their
home in Cupertino . . .Jeff Gidre to Linda Johnson ,
on June 24, in San Francisco, where they live ...
Fernando Iniguez to Gretchen Andermohr, on
October 2, 1988, at St. Isabell a's Church , in
Marin .. .Christy Kantack to David Smith, on August
12 , in Idaho Falls, Idaho. They live in Fremont. . .
Suzanne Leeman to R . Eric McAllister, M.D.,
D. Phil. , on April 15, in Rutherford . Their home is in
Pennington , N .J ... .Gerry Margozzi to Claudia
Jenkins, on July 9, in Mission Santa Clara. They live
in San Jose ... Renee Piert to Gregory Hazel , on June
17, at Immanuel Luthem Church, in Saratoga. They
make their home in San Jose ... Lisa Popov to Jeffrey
Gorski , on September 3, in Manhattan Beach ...
Anthony "Bert" Salady to Carrie Mann '86, on October 14, in Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in San
Jose ... Scott Schaefer to Kim Wagoner, on May 6,
in Paradise Valley, Ariz . They live in Phoenix . . .
Maria Serrano to Edward Ruppel , on August 26, at
Pilgrim Congregational Church , in San Jose, where
they make their home.

on July 22,
1988. They live in Cambridge, Mass . ... Julia Alice
Conlon (JD) to Michael Stephen Wright, on September
23, at St. Mary's Church, in Los Gatos. Their home
is in Milpitas . . .Cheryl Hazel to Kevin Runkle, on
May 27, in Mission Santa Clara. Their home is in
Saratoga . . . Kurt Heiland to Megan Antes ' 89, on
July 22 , in Mission Santa Clara.

'85

'89 Debora Robertson to Frank Napolitan , on June

Andrew Bewley to Jeannine DeMond , on April
22 . Their home is in Santa Barbara ... John
Hughmanick to Tracey Rinker, on May 20, at St.
Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church , in Palo Alto. They
make their home in Morgan Hill ... Kristina
Comporato to Steven Kennedy, on July 8, in
Fresno . . . Kathryn Kipper to Scott Veech , on July
15, at St. Mary's Church , in Park City, Utah . Their
home is in Glenview, ill .... Andrew Sale to Dina Rose
Teresa, on July 15, at St. Luke's Catholic Church, in
Temple City. James Erps, S.J., formerly in Campus
Ministry at SCU and now at Loyola Marymount in Los
Angeles, officiated. Andrew and Dina make their home
in LaVeme .. . Rene Denise Smith to James Maher,
on August 26, at St. Thomas Aquinas Church, in Palo
Alto. They live in Walnut Creek ... Michael Vellequette to Kima Kalail , on May 29, in Akron , Ohio.
Their home is in Santa Barbara .
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'88 Carolyn Brilla to Brian Daniels,

17. They live in San Jose.

BIRTHS
'73

To Joan (Triplett) Noyes and her husband , Mike
(JD '76) , twins, Laura and Thomas, on August 4, in
Sunland .

'74

To Dan Bosquey and his wife, Rosemary, their
first child , Grace Elizabeth, on September 12 , in San
Francisco.

'75

To Charles Bannan and his wife, Sharlene, their
fourth child and first daughter, Allison Sharlene, on
September 9. Their home is in Los Gatos . . .William
D. Bayze, and hi s wife, Felisa, their first child , Jessica
Benai , on February 3. They live in Saugus.

'76

To Marc and Linda Parkinson , a son, Jonathan
Zachary, on August II. Their hom e is in Monte
Sereno ... to Cathy (Phillips) Milme and her husband,
Steven, a daughter, Molly, on August 31. They live in
Portland , Ore.

'77

To Ann (Rabe) Bistolfo and her husband, Deane,
their second child , Amanda Jeanne, on June 18, at
home in San Jose ... to Rod Divelbiss and his wife,
Jan, their first chi ld , Michelle Erin , on October 16.
Their home is in Oakland . .. to Donald P. Lynch and
his wife, Marianne, their third child , Lauren Anne,
on November 13, in Los Gatos. They live in San
Jose ... to Dennis (JD '80) and Canice (Evans '78)
McLaughlin , their second son, Matthew William, on
July 9, in Fremont.

'78

To Kelly and Thalia (Denault, MBAA '82)
Doherty, a daughter, Morgan Alexis, on September
II ... to Ric and Patti (Stennes '85) Foley, a son ,
Bricklin Phillip, on April 7. Their home is in Los
Gatos.

'79

To Theresa (St etson) Burke (MBAA '81) and
her husband , Robert, their first child, Andrew Stetson,
on January 5, 1989. They live in Menlo Park ... to
Vicki (Z'Berg) Dentel and her husband, Steven, a
daughter, Jennifer Catherine, on August 22 , in Vancouver, Wash ... to Daniel Fijan and his wife, Charlyn ,
a son, Kenneth Charles, on August 31. Their home
is in Whinier. . . to Claudia (Panontin) Gilbert , and
her husband , Matthew '77, their fourth child, Joseph
Peter, on September 26. Their home is in Saratoga
.. . to Mary Murphy and Mark Stevens, their second
child , Kathleen Claire, on September 14, in San
Jose . .. to Paul Totah and his wife, Kathryn , their first
child , Lauren Elizabeth , on May 19, in Pacifica.

'80

To Tom Bordenave and his wife, Carolyn , a son,
Aaron Cullen , o n September 6, in San Jose .. . to Ron
Caton and his wife, Vickie, a son, Aaron James, on
February 27, 1989. Their home is in Windsor ... to
Rosanne (Cortese) Compitello (MA '86) and her husband , Rob, their first child , Robert Brian Jr. , on July
28, in San Jose ... to John and Donita (Gouker '82)
Copriviza , a son, Nick Anthony, on September 17.
They live in Fairfield . . . to Mark Ferro and his wife,
Nancy, a daughter, Kerri Marie, on December 2, in
Sacramento ... to Marc Hirten and his wife, Lisa,
their second child , Preston James, on June 3 ... to
Therese (Stanley) Tatol and her hu sband, James, a
son , Sean Stanley, in August. They li ve in Corte
Madera.

'81

To Frank and Carole (Leong) Gwynn , their first
child , Stuart Francis, on August 2. They live in Santa
Clara ... to Mary (Cunneen) and Paul Lion (JD '82),
their second child , Moira Cunneen , on June 3. Their
home is in Cupertino.

'82

To Jim and Jean (Luttrell '83) Bannan , a son,
Philip James, on April 26, in Newport Beach ... to
David Bunzel and hi s wife, Haewon, a daughter,
Breeana Darae, on August 27. They live in Cupertino .. . to Ingrid (Schelter) and Vince Canelo '83,
their first child , Marcella Rose, on May 14, in Santa
Rosa . . . to Anne O'Meara Hanna, and her husband ,
Charles, a son, Thomas Bickers, on July 31. They live
in San Jose .. . to Diane (Luhrs) Morando and her
husband , Michael, a son , Dominic, on August 4, in
San Mateo .. . to Stephanie (Hostetler) Palmer and
her husband , Richard , a son , Andrew Ware, on July
27. Their home is in San Jose ... to Julie Saake (JD)
and her husband, Chuck, a daughter, Natalie Carolyn ,
on July 24, in El Cajon.

'83

To Robert and Colleen (Kelly) Altendorf, their
first child, Madison Elizabeth , on August 27, in San
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Francisco ... to Scott and Sara (Burdan '84) Gordon ,
a son, Sean Cameron, on September 2 , in Oceanside
... to Daniel and Jennifer (Garibaldi) Kearney, a
son, Richard Andrew, on August 16, in Falls Church ,
Va . . .. to Ann (Abruzzini) Ravizza and her husband ,
Allen, a son , M ark, in June, in San Jose ... to Peter
Coe Verbica and his wife, Karen , a daughter, Vanessa
Coe , o n August 24, in San Jose ... to Gary and
Christina (Evezich '84) Wheatley, a son, Alexander
Francis, on July 30, in Redmo nd , Wash.

'84

To Peter (M BA '88) and Jackie (Lipanovich)
Copriviza, a son , Anthony John "A.J. ," on October
25, in San Jose ... to David and Tracy (Oliver) Maas,
their second son, Landon David, in September, in San
Jose ... to Vrrginia (Snyder) McCormick and her husband , Tom , their second child, Katie, on October 21 ,
in Ventura.

'85

To Teresa (Koojoolian) Belfanti and her husband , Ed , a son , Michael , on May 5, in Berkeley.

'86

To Joseph (JD) and Ann (Perrin, JD) Farina ,
a son, Anthony Joseph, on March 2, in Sacramento.

'88

To Carolyn (Brilla) Daniels and her husband ,
Brian, a son , Benjamin Brian, on December 6, 1988,
in Cambridge, Mass.

'90 To Lisa (Fleck) Peterson and her husband , Tom,
a daughter, Sara, on December 30, 1988. They live
in Stockton .

Looking for Memorabilia

DEATHS
'24

Charles C. Harrington , on July 8, 1987, of
cancer, in Sacramento.

'26

Robin Douglas McCrea , on October 12 , of a
stroke. He was born in San Francisco and raised in
Oakland. After earning a civil engineering degree from
SCU, he was a sales engi neer and builder in the
Tiburon area for over 35 years. He and his wife were
married in Mission Santa Clara in 1934. He is survived
by his wife, Madeleine; son Donald; and three granddaughters, Madeleine, Deborah , and Michelle.

'30

Jerry M. O 'Brien, on July 12, in Chester. A
native of Milpitas, he coached at Bellarmine Prep from
1929 to 1931. In 1934, he was appointed chief liquor
control officer of the State Board of Equalization for
the Central Coast district of the State of California ,
a position he held until his retirement in 1970. He
served in the Army Air Corps during Wo rld War II
and remained in the Reserves. He was on active duty
during the Korean War and retired as a lieutenant colonel in 1966. Throug hout his career, he was active in
many charitable and serv ice o rganizations. He is survived by his wife, Patricia; sons, Patrick '67, Michael
and Timothy ; daughters, Mary C lare and Kathleen ,
and seven grandchildren .

'36

William G. Mouat, on February ll , in San Juan
Capistrano. He is survived by his wife, Doris.

'38

Hugh Irving Malley, on September 9, of cancer.
His home was in San Carlos. He is survived by his
wife, Patricia; son , John '71 ; and daughter, Virginia.

'40

Fred G. Ball, o n August 22 . A native ofTiffen,
Ohio, he was 71. Fred played football for SCU and participated in the Sugar Bowl in 1938. He retired from
the U.S. Air Force in 1966 with the rank of Lt. Colo nel. He and his wife made thei r home in Tustin ,
where he was vice president of Smith Printers and
Lithographers, and then worked for Pyrotek Inc. in
Santa Ana before retiring. He is survived by his wife,
Kay.

'41

Adrien "Bud" Lorentz, on October 6, in his San
Jose home after a seven-year bout with cancer. As a
member of ROTC at Santa Clara , he joined the U.S.
Army as a captain at the start of Wo rld War II. He
retired from the Army Reserves in 1979 with the rank
of colonel. He was co-owner of the Peninsula Bookshop in Palo Alto, retiring from there in 1989. He was
one of the founders of Martha's Kitchen , a well-known
San Jose soup kitchen since it opened in 1982 , and
handled their financial affairs. The kitchen provides
more than 500 free meals a week to the poor and
ho meless . He is survived by his wife of 45 years,
Florence; three daughters , Mary Anne Ravizza '67,
Diane Lorentz , and Terry Chadha '78; two sons,
David and Ronald ; and 12 grandchi ldren.
Father Jerome S. Ricard , SJ., SCU 's " Padre of
the Rains," poses near the old observatory about
1927. He quickly hid his pipe behind his back for
the photo, says James Barr '30, who took the picture. The photo is part of the collection recently
donated by Barr to the University Archives, where
it will be preserved and available to future
researchers.
The Archives is most interested in collecting
memorabilia of student life at Santa Clara: written reminiscences, letters, diaries, and photos
especially are welcome. Please address all inquiries
to Julia O 'Keefe, University Archives, Santa Clara
University, 95053 or call (408) 554-4117.
■
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'41

Lawrence " Bud" Wiechers, o n September 24,
of a stroke. An economics major at Santa Clara, he
was also on the football team. He was a native of San
Francisco and made his home in Atherton. He is survived by his wife, Dorothy; sons Jim '66, and Michael;
daughters Terri and Judy ; and six grandchildren .

'44

Mario Pera , on August 27, in San Jose. Mario
was born in the same South San Jose building that
housed the bakery fou nded in 1907 by his father. A
football player at Santa Clara , after graduation he was
accepted by the U.S. Navy as an officer candidate. He
was discharged from the service as a Marine lieutenant in 1946 and returned to San Jose to work with
Sunlite Bakeries. He re-established Roma Bakery as

a Pera family enterprise in 1952 and in 1975 began turning over the operation of the business to his three sons.
When he finally retired in 1985, Roma Bakery was
turning out more than 22 varieties of bread. He is survived by his wife, Elsie ; sons Robert , Steven, and
Mario Jr; daughter Carolyn; and 11 grandchildren.

'45

Fred Lautze, on September 5, of a heart attack.
His home was in Sonoma. He was president of Fred
Lautze Inc. Ford dealership in South San Francisco
before his retirement. He is survived by two daughters,
Kathleen '72 , and Nancy; a son , Timothy; and
brothers Richard '39 and Robert '39.

'48

Father Virgil Dusbabek, O.C.S.O. , on May 7,
at Our Lady of the Holy Trinity abbey in Huntsville,
Utah, of cancer. Between his graduation from SCU
with a civil engineering degree and his entrance into
the Abbey in 1951 , he did some work on the Golden
Gate Bridge. He was ordained a priest in 1961. He was
sent to the University of San Francisco and obtai ned
a master's degree in theology in 1977. He taught
monastic spirituality to the novices at the monastery
for about ten years and then became an electrician .
He worked on the renovation of the chapel , which was
his last work .

'51

Otto Copenhagen , on May 4, of leukemia , in
San Mateo. He is survived by his wife, Daphne; son ,
Lee; daughter, Diane Coventry ; and four
g randchildren .

'53

Robert Patrick " Pat" Williams, on September
20, at his home in Susanville. He was 58. He was coowner of Williams Home Store, which he and his wife
had owned and operated following the death of his
father in 1974. His parents opened the store in 1932.
After graduation from SCU, Pat studied at the School
of Interior Desig n in San Francisco and then spent a
two-year tour of duty in the Army. He is survived by
his wife, Willie, and son, Andy, of Chico.

'55

Edwin Joseph Moore (LLB), on September 9,
of cancer. He was 62 . He retired in 1989 after 25 years
as Santa Clara's city attorney. A veteran of the U.S.
Army, he was elected to the Santa Clara City Council
in 1957, after practicing law for a year. A year later,
he took a job as an attorney with the U.S. Army Procu rement Departme nt in Sacramento. In 1960, he
returned to Santa Clara and became the assistant city
attorney, and was named city attorney in 1964. He is
survived by his wife, Josephine; sons, Edwin , Stephen
and Joseph ; and five grandchildren .

'57

Donald C imino, on August 19, 1987, of congestive heart failure, in Gilroy. He was 52. He owned
Don Cimino Interiors in Gilroy for 18 years. He is survived by his wife, Charlotte; two daughters, Julie and
Terri; and a son , Mike.

'72

Timothy Wentworth Moss, on October 17, when
his car was crushed in the collapse of the State Highway
880 Cypress structure in Oakland during the earthquake. His car was the first to be pulled from the
wreckage on Thursday, October 19. Tim was the greatgrandson of A.B. M oss , the first mayor of Payette,
Idaho, and the grandson of Fred M oss , who founded
Idaho Canning Co. , which later became American
Fine Food. His father, Robert, is chairman of the board
of the company and his brother is president. Tim was
the regional manager of sales and advertising for
Pacific Bell Directory in San Francisco.

'78

Joseph G. Landolt Jr. , on August 22 , in San
Francisco, whic h was his home. He was controller of
Trans Ocean Leasing Corp. in San Bruno. He is survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Landolt Sr.,
of Yerington , Nev. ; sisters Karen , Mary and Barbara;
and brother, David.
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CALENDAR OF UNIVERSITY EVENTS

Alumni/Parents
Update
All alumni, family and friends are invited to participate in the events listed.
This is a preliminary schedule. Call the
chairpersons (day numbers are listed
unless otherwise noted) for further information, or Donohoe Alumni House
at (408) 554-6800. Santa Clara alumni
who live our-ofstale will receive a direct
mailing for happenings in their area. ■

FEBRUARY
15 Santa Clara-Poolside Pre-game
Buffet prior to SCU vs. St. Mary's
basketball. Contact Chairman Scott
Lamson '85, (408) 437-3417.

17 Natural Sciences Department

-

Biology and Combined Sciences Testimonial Dinner honoring Professor Tom
Fast '44. Contact Donohoe Alumni
House, (408) 554-6800.

17

V/alsonville/South Valley -Chapter
Express and Pre-game Buffet prior to
SCU vs. USF basketball. Contact
Donohoe Alumni House, (408)
554-6800.

21 San Jose -"70 Minutes" with the
Rev. John Privett, S.J. , speaking on
"T he Catholic Church in China."
Refre shments 5: 30 p. m. ; program
6-7:10. Contact Chairman Victor Valdez
'84, (408) 738-0111.

21

San Diego-Chapter Luncheon at
the Golden Lion. Contact Chapter
President Linda North '83, (619)
239-0391.

22 Bakersfield-Annual Chapter Banquet. Special guest , University President Paul L. Locatelli , S.J. Contact
Chairman Chuck Wiswall '56, (805)
324-7592 .

24

San Jose -Garden Day II, co-

sponsored with Eastside Project. A
special community awareness project to
improve Gardner Children's Center.
Contact Chairman Fred Ferrer '80,
(408) 999-1343.

24 Los Angeles-Alumni Reception

MARCH
1 San Jose/Peninsula-Recent Alumni
Post-Work Reception at Harry's Hofbrau , comer of Market and Second ,
downtown San Jose. Contact Chairwoman Lenore Wagner '86, (408)
298-8000.

2

Santa Clara-Sociology Alumni Reunion. Contact Professor Witold Krassowski at (408) 554-4517 or Donohoe
Alumni House at (408) 554-6800.

2 San Francisco -11th Annual BroncoDon-Gael Dinner, USF Campus. Reception 6:30 p.m.; dinner at 8. SCU
honorees are Frank Sobrero '35 and Ken
Casanega '42. Master of ceremonies:
Bob Fouts. $25 per person, $45 per
couple. Call Donohoe Alumni House at
(408) 554-6800.

8

Santa Clara-History Alumni Dinner.
Contact Professor Peter Pierson at (408)
554-4555 or Donohoe Alumni House,
(408) 554-6800.

10 Santa Clara -Dean Timothy
O'Keefe and the faculty invite all alumni
and friends to a College of Arts and
Sciences "Return to the Classroom;'
9 a.m. to noon in Bannan Hall, followed
by lunch . For information and reservations, call Chairwoman Claire Covington '76 at (415) 493-1616, or Donohoe
Alumni House at (408) 554-6800.
10 Santa Clara-Ignatian Awards Dinner, 7 p.m. Chairman Matt Cappiello
'68, national alumni association president. Contact Donohoe Alumni House,
(408) 554-6800. See page 1 of this
newsletter for more information.

15 Santa

Rose -Santa Clara Update
and Post-Work Reception . Contact
Chapter President Dennis Harter '73,
(?ITT) 575-3220.

16

Orange County-Winter Quarter

Reception and SCU Update. Contact
Chapter President Jim McNamara '83,
(714) 859-6999.
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San Jose- " 70 Minutes: Running
Your Own Franchise." Refreshments
5 :30 p.m., program 6-7:10. Contact
Chairman Marte Forrnico '83, (408)
971-1199.

21

San Diego-Chapter Luncheon at
the Golden Lion. Contact Chapter
President Linda North ' 83, (619)
239-0391.

24 San

Francisco -Inaugural Festa

18-19 Santa Clara - Spring Homecoming. Reunions for classes 1940,
1950, 1960, 1970 and 1980 and Spring
Family Day. Contact Donohoe Alumni
House, (408) 554-6800. Annual Glanera
Society Dinner for alumni of 50 years
and prior. Contact Leo Murphy '43 at
(408) 984-2856.

25

APRIL
7 Santa Clara-Athletic Hall of Fame
Dinner. Contact Donohoe Alumni
House, (408) 554-6800.

San Jose -Alumni Night at Mayer
Theatre, Trelawny of "the Wells." Chairwoman Patricia Davoren '75. Contact
Donohoe Alumni House at (408)
554-6800.

7 San

Francisco -Recent Alumni
"Dance on the Bay V." Contact Chairman Dave Dour '87, (408) 432-9344.

18 San Jose - "70 Minutes." Refreshments 5:30 p.m. , program 6-7:10 p.m.
Contact Donohoe Alumni House, (408)
554-6800.
18 San Diego-Chapter Luncheon at

28 Santa Clara-Junior Parent Dinner

21

28

24

San Jose-Night at the Opry House
Theatre at Club Almaden-an evening
of melodramatic action! Contact Chairman Paul Porrevecchio '77, (408)
435-6458.

16

Fresno-Annual St. Patrick's Day
Luncheon , 11:30 a.m . Joint gathering
with other Catholic university alumni.
Contact Chapter President Jim Donovan
'72, (209) 485-7919.

24

Fat Tuesday Frolic. Contact Craig or Karie Candau at (303)
932-2368.

Cioppino. Contact Chairwoman Su
Selden '68, (415) 485-3259.

the Golden Lion . Contact Chapter President Linda North '83, (619) 239--0391.

18 San Jose -Afternoon of Reflection
II. A special time to focus on social
justice issues. Contact Chairman Victor
Valdez '84, (408) 738-0W.

27 Denver -

Dancers perform the Charleston in Images '89 production.

Sacramento-Annual St. Patrick's
Day Luncheon, 11 :30 a.m., Dante's
Restaurant. Joint gathering with USF
and St. Mary's. Contact Chapter President Mark '80 or Nancy Ferro, (916)
487-9759.

following Bronco basketball game at
Loyola, Bird's Nest on Loyola campus.
Contact Chapter President Liam Thornton '83, (213) 379-9186.

Santa Clara-Senior Parent Weekend. Contact Donohoe Alumni House
at (408) 554-6800.

~

6

23 Hawaii -Reception for University
President Paul L. Locatelli , S.J. Contact Chairwoman Janet Murphy '72,
(808) 523-4056.
Dance. Contact Donohoe Alumni
House at (408) 554-6800.

MAY
3 San Jose/Peninsula-Recent Alumni
Reception at the Saddle Rack , 13
Auzerais Ave., San Jose. Contact Chairman Tim Archer '88, (408) 554-1148.

16

San Jose- "70 Minutes." Refreshments 5:30 p.m. , program 6-7:10. Contact Donohoe Alumni House, (408)
554-6800.

16 San Diego-Chapter Luncheon at
the Golden Lion . Contact Chapter
President Linda North '83, (619)
239-0391.

Coming Events
THEATRE AND DANCE
Unless otherwise noted, performances
are al 8 p. m. Tuesday through Saturday,
and 7 p.m. Sunday. Geneml admission:
$7.50; students, seniors (60+), SCU
employees: $5 Thursday through Sunday, $3 Tuesday and Wednesday. Mayer
Theatre Box Office: (408) 554-4015 for
ticker information or to charge by phone.
All events are wheelchair accessible.

February 2-4, 5--10-Th Gillian on Her
37th Birthday by Michael Brady.
Directed by Libby Dale, this contemporary drama deals with the pain of
forgiving and the joy of reconciliation.
Mayer Theatre.
March 2-10-The Queen and the
Rebels by Ugo Betti. An intense drama
of pretense and sacrifice set on the
border between revolt and dignity.
Directed by Jagienka A. Zych-Drweski.
Mayer Theatre. Tickets available
February 20.
March 5-Behind the Queen and the
Rebels, an informal presentation revealing stage secrets and illuminating the
creative process behind this show.
Mayer Theatre. 8 p.m . Admission in-
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Steve Sampson's team brings home Santa Clara's first NCAA team championship
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